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Abstract
Network functionalities play a major role in the connectivity and rout-
ing in an Ad-hoc networks because end user devices must contribute in
routing and therefore maintain connectivity. In dynamic environments
with mobile nodes, routing becomes very challenging; this challenge
becomes even more burdensome if a network is deployed in larger areas.
Therefore, in order to avoid centralisation and bottlenecks, routing
algorithms in Ad-hoc networks should not depend on any specific node.
Furthermore, these algorithms should be able to support routing in
sparse topologies when the density of the nodes is very low in a large
deployment area.
The rationale behind this research project stems from the lack of
sufficiently effective solutions for wireless networks deployed in large
areas where the node’s mobility creates what is called the Loosely
Coupled Nodes Problem. Therefore, this gap in knowledge needs to be
addressed by developing a novel and scalable routing protocol, which
can utilise application characteristics to stabilise routing between
loosely coupled nodes in a large deployment area. This research
proposes a new routing protocol to address this gap by increasing the
number of packets delivered to their final destinations in an Ad-hoc
networks.
As another gap, very few current approaches deal with realistic sit-
uations, based on real-life case scenarios, in order to evaluate and
enhance the accuracy of their Ad-hoc network protocols, and thus
they cannot accurately approximate common real world environments
[1]. Therefore, this project addresses research issues directly linked to
evaluation of protocols and architectures in use cases and applications
in real life scenarios.
The novel routing algorithm, Ferry-Assisted Greedy Perimeter State-
less Routing (FA-GPSR), proposed in this thesis demonstrates the
benefits of extracting information from the application to support
communication between the nodes in the network topology. In addi-
tion, this approach highlights the advantages and disadvantages of
the efficiency and reliability of communication in open large areas of
deployment.
A simulation model of the proposed algorithm has been implemented
and its features investigated through simulation runs. The communica-
tion between nodes in the topology show that FA-GPSR outperforms
the other routings in terms of packet delivery ratio, especially in sparse
networks, where the density of nodes is low. The mobility of the desti-
nation nodes affected the packets delivery ratio by decreasing the ratio,
compared to other cases because of the changes in the location and
node velocity. By increasing the number of packets and source nodes,
FA-GPSR outperformed the other algorithms because of the efficient
use of the patrol node (ferry). Thus, the comparison of FA-GPSR to
these algorithms supports the conclusion that FA-GPSR is suitable
for use in large open areas with the effect of node density and packet
load.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Mobile Ad-hoc Network
For better understanding of the requirements of sparsely distributed nodes deployed
in large environments, we need a detailed investigation of the characteristics and
features of mobile Ad-hoc networks . In an ordinary computer network, a group
of stationary computer devices are connected via network links to exchange data.
The wired or wireless mediums can be used to establish network links and connect
the nodes in a stationary computer network. However, when the devices are
mobile, establishing a reliable connection between nodes becomes challenging.
These type of devices require infrastructure-less environment support to establish
a network, such as Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET).
MANET research includes different areas, such as a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANET) and mobile networks. As another area, the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
requires the development of an advanced communication model that enables all
participants in the traffic to talk to each other. There are European projects
focusing on different types of ITS information systems’ paradigms, known as the
Car-to-Infrastructure (C2I) communications, which develop models for message
delivery to/from cars and the Car-to-Car (C2C) communication for enabling cars
to exchange data. C2C research is still lagging behind in developing a stable
wireless communication environment [6].
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Figure 1.1 shows a typical Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET), which is charac-
terised by roaming node, freely entering and leaving the network, leading to short
lived routes and dynamic topologies. In MANET, support from existing infras-
tructure is often presumed to be insignificant or non-existing which is in contrast
with wired and infrastructure-supported wireless networks. Researching efficient
routing methods which are able to maintain routes in such a challenging setting
has been the main focal point of study in MANET literature[7]. In MANETs,
mobile nodes typically collaborate, acting both as forwarders and consumers of
messages, in order to achieve connectivity and support services. Military appli-
cations has been a motivation for MANET technology, because in most military
applications the situation necessitates infrastructure-less environments. The use
of such highly dynamic networks, if operating adequately, can be very useful in
many cases, such as surveillance and reconnaissance missions, where an established
(e.g. cellular) infrastructure is unavailable or unusable. An Ad-hoc network with
Figure 1.1: Ad-hoc network.
very low density of nodes suffers from regular dis-connectivity [8] due to limited
transmission range of a node and poor density of nodes. A destination node may
not be able to reach the source transmission range all the time. This network is
called a partially connected network or sparse ad hoc network.
Network functionalities play a major role in the connectivity and routing in an
Ad-hoc network because end user devices can contribute in routing and therefore
maintaining the connectivity. In dynamic environments with mobile nodes, routing
is a challenging problem. The routing algorithms in Ad-hoc networks, in order to
avoid centralisation and bottlenecks, should not depend on any specific node. In
an Ad-hoc network, the development of a new and complex structure must happen
through the network system itself to enhance the decentralised process. Moreover,
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the network should organise itself and be able to readjust in a case of a failure to
maintain the perfromance of the network. Furthermore, the routing algorithms
should be self-healing which is the procure of recovery to rapidly overcome any
failures. This process, in particular increases the network performance because
it assists with maintaining the network connections. These characteristics are
essential for evaluating the routing algorithms in an Ad-hoc network.
The Global Positioning System (GPS) and its usage introduced an important
evolution in communication technology by providing the location information
and universal timing of nodes. The idea of geographical routing is based on
the knowledge of the location of the destination to deliver the messages, and
it uses the location instead of the network address in the routing process. The
destination node location support the idea of using geographical routing to transfer
the messages by using the location information rather than the network address
scheme in the delivering process. The methods that geographical routing use to
deliver the packets are as follows [3] :
• Single-path which means one copy of the packet travel over the network
through single known path to the destination node. The techniques used
in this type of routing are Greedy Forwarding(GF) or face routing. GF
technique has a critical problem, which is called the GF empty-neighbour-set
problem where a node cannot discover any neighbour closer to the destination
than itself so, the forwarding process achieves a dead-end. To overcome the
dead-end problem in GF recovery methods, such as FACE routing, have
been proposed in some geographical routing algorithms. The FACE routing
is a distributed geographical routing algorithm. The name face comes from
the concept of graph-theory for the plan graph where each side of the graph
can be viewed as a face.
• Multipath which means few copies of the messages are generated and different
routes defined to use for these copies to transmit to the destination nodes.
• Flooding which means that a large number of the messages are generated
and broadcasting through the network.
In MANETs, the graph of the network topology is expected to form a bidirec-
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tional communication, which indicates that the path of the connection is known
to support the forwarding process. On the contrary, Delay-Tolerant Networking
(DTN) presumes that the end-to-end path is not available because of high mo-
bility nodes or regular disconnections. Therefore, each paradigm apply different
forwarding techniques [9]. MANET and DTN routing protocols are different in
terms of their operations [9]. MANET routing applies a control packet to support
the build of unicast connection where a single copy of each packet is transmitted.
DTN on the other hand, replicates a packet to transmit it to a group of nodes at
the same time. The source node stores a number of packet copies in a secondary
memory and forwards each copy to any node which is within its transmission
range.
1.2 Problem specification
The MANET must be able to accommodate changes in its topology and, if needed,
to increase packet delivery [10]. The nodes in the network also need to cooperate to
support packets’ delivery [10]. In MANETs, maintaining the links between nodes
and in advance estimation of packet delivery time is very challenging because
the number of nodes in the topology can change the scale of the network and it
requires an appropriate algorithm for message delivery [11]. The existing routing in
MANET assume that the network density is high so, there is always a connection
between nodes [12]. However, lower number of nodes in the topology can add
more challenges to the routing process.
Some networks are categorised as sparse networks in which few nodes are
distributed in a large area; the packet delivery approach in these networks is
completely different from where there is a high number of nodes distributed in
the same area, i.e. when the density is higher. The different number of nodes, i.e.
different node densities, can add new challenges in MANET routing, especially
the aspects related to the work domain, forwarding capability and network traffic.
In addition, deployment of a network in a large area adds another challenge in
MANET routing. In the communication between the nodes, for example, due to
node location changes it can cause a regular disconnection between nodes and a
link break.
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The rationale behind this research project stems from the followings:
• the lack of sufficiently effective solutions for wireless network deployment
in large areas where the node’s mobility creates what is called the Loosely
Coupled Nodes Problem. Therefore, this gap in knowledge needs to be
addressed by developing a novel and scalable routing protocol, which can
utilise application characteristics to stabilise routing between loosely cou-
pled nodes in a large deployment area. The utilisation of the application
characteristics to support the cooperative work between nodes to enhance
a network performance, to our best knowledge, has not been yet studied.
The research addressed this gap and in particular this new routing protocol
aims at increasing the number of packets delivered to the final destination.
• The fact that very few current approaches deal with realistic, based on real-
life case scenarios, situation models in order to evaluate and enhance the
accuracy of their Ad-hoc network protocols, and thus they cannot accurately
approximate common real world environments [1]. Therefore, this project
addresses research issues directly linked to evaluation of protocols and
architectures in use cases and applications in real life scenarios.
Validation use-case scenario
Information plays a major role in the modern battlefield since the introduction
of the concept of battlefield digitalisation by controlling a determining stake for
the armed forces. To achieve the requirements of a digital battlefield, we should
have an architecture of wireless network, which automatically adapts to variable
topologies and performs auto-configuration and dynamic routing. This architecture
should work in the situations where there are node mobilities, the absence of
nodes, and nodes temporal presence in a network. As an example, we can consider
the architecture of a mobile ad hoc-network – one of the networks that tries to
develop such requirements in different environments. The increasing need for
interoperability for data transmission architecture in the battlefield for joint and
allied forces has made the use of commercial off-the-shelf technologies and products
in telecommunications protocols an important resource for Defence C4I (command,
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control, communication, computer, and intelligence) systems [13]. An architecture
with distributed control is essential, and centralised functions should be limited
to optimisation capabilities. Autonomous packet radio networks are essential
because of their ability to be operational rapidly and without any infrastructure.
Military requirements and constraints make MANET more pertinent relative to
the brigade-and-below tactical unit levels for example, the battalion.
Despite military application being the preferable environment for an evaluation
of MANET routing, the real military scenario to validate routing protocol does
not exist. Military applications have unique characteristics [14] that influence the
network topology. These characteristics include:
• Chain of commands in the deployment field should be followed. This has a
direct effect on the design of MANET topology.
• The military mission is the basis of the deployment of any military unit.
This requires unit members to cooperate to complete a mission success-
fully. Military mission specification can be used to predict a unit’s member
movement in the topology.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
While the general principals of MANETs are well known, when it comes to specific
types of applications the principles behind providing support for such applications
are not well investigated. This is especially true for application that employ
collaborative approach in achieving the intended results.
The main aim of this project is to propose and evaluate a novel hybrid routing
protocol for wireless mobile Ad-hoc networks deployed in a wide area to lessen
the effect of the loosely coupled node problem. This is especially useful when we
consider remote locations where the only services available reside within the nodes
themselves. The project aims to investigate the possibility of gaining Ad-hoc
cooperation information generalisation, and determine how the functionality of
the Ad-hoc node affects the quality of the wireless traffic information systems
when collaboration is involved. It will investigate the possibility of designing,
implementing and modelling the routing protocol of such an intelligent Ad-hoc
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network support that will be at the same time active participant in the formation,
routing and specialised collaborative application network support for MANETs.
Furthermore, the investigation will consider the use of knowledge derived from the
application characteristics to improve the performance of the network. The work
presented in this thesis focuses on the communication between stationary nodes, the
communication between mobile nodes, and the communication between stationary
and mobile nodes; it also studies the essential cases of real-life communication
scenarios.
The objectives of this research project have been identified as follows:
• Review the existing protocols and research studies in the area of mobile
Ad-hoc networks;
• Evaluate the existing routing protocols with a comparative study on their
performance in the area of mobile Ad-hoc networks;
• Optimise geographical routing protocol named Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing protocol (GPSR) [15] in a real military scenario to achieve high
network performance and to increase packet delivery ratio using predefined
knowledge from the military unit deployment.
These research efforts are expected to lead to the creation of a clear technical
basis for dealing with the aforementioned problems regarding node connectivity
in MANETs.
1.4 Methodology
The research process in this thesis is designed in four stages. Firstly, a number
of metrics will be defined which will be used for measuring the performance of
routing algorithms in MANET.
In the second stage, these metrics will be used to evaluate and compare similar
routing approaches which are already available for MANET. To achieve this stage
described above, the research work will implement a real case scenario inspired by
military unit deployment in a network simulator (NS3) and this implementation
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will be used to compare the performance of three state of the art GPSR [15] [5] [4]
routing protocols using a real case scenario. The factors that influence algorithms
performance and cause a degradation in the network performance will also be
defined. The performance of these routing protocols are expected to be poor
because of the large simulation area and limited number of participating nodes
as a result of a sparse network. This stage can shed the light on identifying the
problem of routing in MANET and thus proposing/designing a new approach to
address them.
Third stage in this thesis is the actual implementation of the proposed algo-
rithm and evaluating it against similar approaches in MANET. This will help in
identifying the limitations of the new routing algorithm. A new model will be
implemented that uses the knowledge derived from the application characteristics
to establish the routes through network nodes. The new implemented optimi-
sation will be based on a real military application scenario and can be used to
demonstrate if it performs any better than previous approaches. The new idea
will involve using the patrol node as a special node to disseminate messages when
needed.
We propose a novel hybrid routing protocol in which the packets that would be
dropped due to route failure are delivered expediently through the network until
they reach a node that it is able to establish connection to create an end-to-end
path to the destination node. Therefore the approach leverage’s the potential
partial end-to-end routes that can be created in the mobile network. This hybrid
protocol not only improves the packet delivery ratio of end-to-end routing protocols,
it will also improves the efficiency of MANET protocols.
In particular, this thesis proposes a ferry-assisted version of GPSR to overcome
the recovery mode problem caused by regular disconnection. The proposed
algorithm extends the default GPSR protocol to use a message retention mechanism
and re-attempts to forward packets when the regular forwarding options have
failed. This new GPSR function is based on knowledge derived from the structure
of the military topology and makes use of patrol units that exist in it.
Moreover, the combining bidirectional routing algorithms and Delay/disruption
Tolerant network algorithms have been tested with other reactive routing protocol
such as AODV [16]; and has been shown to deliver promising results and improve
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clustered-based routing algorithms[17] [18]. In addition, the technique is used to
optimised proactive routing algorithms[19] and others[20].
The new approach will involve knowledge of nodes whose position is already
known from unit deployment (approximately), such as guard posts and surveillance
patrol nodes. The thesis will introduce the new optimisation using ferry nodes
which are involved in deployment, can protect the network from the constant
disconnection, help in increasing the packets delivery rate and minimise the end-
to-end delay. Then, the thesis will simulate the new model network using NS3
simulator, evaluate the new model using the real scenario case study and compare
the results with the existing routing algorithms available in the literature.
Considering that the topology parameters reflected a realistic scenario, we
focused on discovering a routing protocol optimisation tailored to the particular
conditions rather than proposing changes in the military operational parameters.
In the final stage, the new algorithm will be optimised to reduce the limitations
imposed by the new design and the optimised solution will be evaluated.
1.5 Original Contributions
OC1: Novel approach to utilising information derived from application
characteristics to increase path stability for loosely coupled nodes
in MANET
This novel approach requires close study of applications to identify the
characteristics which can help to develop a new routing algorithm and these
characteristics closely linked to real-case scenarios.
The use of real-case scenario is a contribution of this thesis to evaluate
the performance of the existing routing in the literature for validation and
evaluation.
Each application has its own characteristics that distinguish it from other
applications. Defining these characteristics requires the implementation of
real-case scenario to study and analyse the application characteristics. As
mentioned in Section 1.3, there are few studies use case scenarios in the
literature and most of the existing routing algorithms have not been validated
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and evaluated by using a real-case senario [21]. These characteristics could
affect the nodes behaviour in the topology, resulting a regular disconnection
and changing in the topology.
Military is one of the most important application of mobile ad hoc networks
[22]. In this application, there is a chance that the application characteris-
tics are major factors to support or frustrate the communication between
elements. The contribution here is the implementation of real-case study
inspired from the deployment of a military unit in the battlefield ( Chapter
3) to demonstrate how the application characteristics can enable such possi-
bilities. This thesis considers the use of a real case study to show how the
application characteristics influence node’s behaviour, which can potentially
affect the routing performance in wireless ad hoc networks.
In addition, this case-study is used to evaluate a well known geographical
routing algorithm and two of its variants to validate the possibility of the
effect of application characteristics to the routing in MANET. The geo-
graphical routing algorithms are used in this thesis because these algorithms
support the use of location information for routing purposes. In the mili-
tary domain, the units are usually equipped with communication devices
that support GPS technology. Furthermore, the military unit elements, in
the case of any device failure in determining the location, are able to use
paper maps to define a location. Dealing with and reading paper maps are
considered as essential knowledge in a military domain.
OC2: Designing Ferry-Assisted Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing pro-
tocol (FA-GPSR)
The novel approach described above leads to the design of FA-GPSR algo-
rithm. The FA-GPSR algorithm (Chapter 4) is a new hybrid geographical
routing protocol designed for loosely coupled nodes in MANET, as shown
in Figure 1.2. Obviously, the algorithm contributes to achieving the goal of
increasing message delivery and efficiency and reliability of transmission by
addressing the problem of regular disconnection caused by node deployment
in large areas and the application characteristics. To optimise network per-
formance, the protocol fully exploits the application characteristics for the
10
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Figure 1.2: Defined network pardigim based on mobility and density where
FA-GPSR can apply.
benefit of forwarding the messages in case of a dead-end problem. Novelties
incorporated in the algorithm include:
• Employs the Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) principle to support
GPSR protocol
The FA-GPSR is a hybrid geographical algorithm proposed to use
a node that can support the cooperative work because its duty is
to travel around the topology area. In military, there is an element
responsible for monitoring a unit area’s of responsibility and supporting
the security aspects, such as controlling the rotation of the guards in the
battlefield. This element can support communication between nodes in
a cooperative manner by carrying a message that cannot be forwarded
due to network partitions.
• Incorporate SCF scheme without an effect on the duties of
the nodes
The SCF paradigm or Message Ferrying (MF) is one of the techniques
used in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN). The principle of MF is to take
advantage of the predictability in device movement to deliver data [23].
A node that needs to contact a ferry prioritises the message forwarding
11
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or receiving process over its duty. FA-GPSR apply the MF scheme
without forcing the nodes to leave their duties by updating the message
header with the ferry node address. In the same time, the original
destination node address is saved to be used by the ferry to deliver the
messages.
OC3: Designing and implementation of real case scenario and simulation
model for the evaluation of FA-GPSR
The real-case study implemented in network simulator (NS3) as a platform
for the evaluation and validation of the routing algorithms. The GPSR
variants introduced by Wei et al. [4], which employs a strategy termed
the Buffering Zone Greedy Forwarding Strategy (BZGFS) and by Guoming
et al. [5], which is a Divisional Perimeter (DP) forwarding algorithm are
not available for public use, so they are implemented from scratch in NS3
in this thesis for comparison purposes. Moreover, the novel algorithm is
implemented and validated against the geographical routing in NS3. These
implementations are done to establish a complete model to evaluate a mobile
Ad-hoc wireless network based on a real-case scenario.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 (this chapter) introduces the research area and outlines the research
problems that are addressed in this project. It also defines the aims and objectives
of this research and lists all major research contributions of this work.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the fields of Ad-hoc networking and its
relationship to the military domain as well as the related work and essential
literature for the following chapters. First, a general overview and introduction to
routing protocols in mobile Ad-hoc networks (MANETs) along with a taxonomy
are presented. Second, we introduce GPSR protocol, including the subsequent
optimisation performed on the original GPSR techniques to increase performance.
Third, it provides an overview of DTN routing and illustrate a SCF paradigm
used in DTN. This chapter also provides an overview of the work done in terms
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of combining MANET and DTN techniques to take advantage of the strengths in
each network type. Finally, there are current simulation issues delivered, including
various simulators and methodology explanations.
Chapter 3 introduces the military real-case scenario and presents the com-
mand hierarchy and military unit features. In addition, GPSR variants (GPSR-DP,
GPSR-BZGFS) are implemented and analysed against the default GPSR in real
case scenarios. Then we present the result of the evaluation to compare the
three routing algorithm’s performance. The chapter discusses the results of how
the application characteristics and node’s behaviour affects the network. The
final section of this chapter focuses on application information and discusses the
utilisation of such information to enhance routing in MANET.
Chapter 4 presents the technical details of FA-GPSR algorithm. The intent
of this algorithm is to increase the packet delivery ratio by utilising the information
derived from the application to optimise the GPSR routing protocol. The SCF
mechanism is described with several events to explain terminology, procedure
definitions and algorithm presentations. In addition, simulation experiments
conducted and their results are presented in this chapter to evaluate the proposed
algorithm and compare it with the algorithms described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 introduces experiments conducted to calibrate the proposed al-
gorithm to minimize end-to-end delay. The proposed algorithm is based on the
use of the ferry node, so increasing the number of ferries and the ferry buffer is
investigated in this chapter.
Chapter 6 presents the abridged essential results and concludes the research
presented in the previous chapters and proposes a baseline for future works.
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Related Work
2.1 Overview
The first part of this chapter is a brief review of Ad-hoc networking and military
tactical communication, in order to augment the understanding of the work
reported in this thesis. The chapter then presents a review of routing protocols
in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) and their taxonomy. Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing protocol (GPSR) along with the subsequent techniques for
optimisation applied on the original GPSR are also reviewed in this chapter.
In addition, it covers the Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) and opportunistic
routing in such network and outlines a store-carry-forward paradigm used in DTN.
Furthermore, this chapter introduces the previous works in terms of integrating
MANETs and DTNs to take advantage of the strengths in each of these networks
resulting in a hybrid routing algorithm that can work in different types of net-
working architecture. In the final sections, the integration between MANET and
DTN is considered to show that the combination of the two types could increase
the performance in new algorithms.
2.1.1 Ad-hoc network
An ad hoc network is ’the cooperative engagement of a collection of mobile
nodes without the required intervention of any centralized access point or existing
infrastructure’ [24]. From this definition we can recognise that the two most
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important characteristics of ad hoc networks are the cooperation between nodes
and the autonomous management. This section will provide a brief overview of
ad hoc network types, their characteristics, the standards and current approaches,
the routing protocols and the applications.
2.1.1.1 Ad-hoc network types
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) One of the general form of ad hoc
networks is the mesh network that is made up of mesh routers and mesh clients,
as shown in Figure 2.1. Mesh routers are connected to each other in a multi-hop
manner, resulting a comparatively stable network. The clients communicate with
the routers via wireless or wired links. The routers in wireless mesh networks
most commonly act as relays to other routers or as Internet gateways.
The wireless mesh networks were quickly developed to provide a few miles
connectivity, and as such, are better suited as a solution for metropolitan area
networks [2]. One of the benefits of WMNs is the possibility of increasing the
number of mesh routers, resulting in more coverage in an area. Researchers
have been motivated to develop the characteristics of WMNs and to examine
their performance. WMNs make use of transceivers using the IEEE 802.11
standard because they are affordable and easy to deploy; these characteristics
have stimulated rapid growth in WMNs. Future research will continue to use
other standards such as WiMAX [25] and 3G/4G to develop WMNs over 802.11.
One of the most important research topics in WMN is their routing protocols and
the self-configuration of their nodes.
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are similar to WMNs in terms of general form
of ad hoc networks. Both use the same communication technology to establish
the network. Research on MANETs is mainly focused on the mobility of the
nodes, which affects the performance of the network. Importantly, the mobility of
the node will not help in building a solid backbone as in WMNs. All nodes in a
MANET work together to manage network communication by establishing routing
protocols for sending packets to others [3], whilst taking into consideration that
the device’s heterogeneity could be limited. Most research on MANETs relates to
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Figure 2.1: Wireless mesh network architucture [2]
routing protocols and mobility models.
2.1.1.2 Characteristics of MANETs
Recently, the research and development of infrastructureless networks has become
increasingly important. MANET is one of the popular examples of wireless net-
working that work without the support of wired infrastructure. It is a group of
mobile nodes communicating through wireless communication. Direct communi-
cation between the nodes is only possible via the neighbouring nodes. Therefore,
connecting to remote nodes is based on multiple-hop fashion. The key charac-
teristics that differentiate a MANET from other wired and wireless networks
are:
• Infrastructureless: In MANETs, mobile nodes typically collaborate,
acting both as forwarders and consumers of messages in order to achieve
connectivity and support services. There is no prior organisation or any
base station requirements. The role of a node in such a network is based on
situational needs, and, as such, nodes can work as routers or gateways to
support the processes participating in a network [26].
• Dynamic Topology : The nodes in MANET’s are free to move; therefore,
certain nodes can be in or out of the transmission range of the others and
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so links and topology can change, resulting in disconnection between nodes
[26].
• Low and Variable Bandwidth : The links that nodes use to communicate
with each other in a MANET are more limited than the ones used in
stationary networks due to the effects of multiple access, multi-path, fading,
noise and environment and signal interference [27]. The throughput in
wireless networks could be less than the radio’s maximum capacity. The
communication capabilities are also limited due to battery power restrictions;
the networking activities in light mobile devices consume nearly half of the
overall power consumption [28].
• Short Range Connectivity : Connectivity is the representation of the
available path for communication using short range technologies. It depends
on the radio radius, the density of the nodes and the changes in the topology.
The nodes need to be located close together to communicate with each other.
Remote nodes that lie outside the transmission range need to use multi-hop
routing techniques to overcome the short range problem.
• Self-contained : A MANET is self-contained, therefore each node is re-
sponsible for discovering other nodes with which it can communicate in a
dynamic topology. The nodes in a MANET organise themselves to establish
mobile ad hoc networks. Each node administrates its own resources and
participation in forwarding the packets to other nodes.
2.1.1.3 MANET Challenges
There are several important challenges arising from the characteristics of MANETs.
These include challenges in designing, implementing and deploying MANETs in
some applications and are derived from specific application requirements. Military
applications, for instance, have a number of specific requirements, such as privacy,
tolerance, accuracy and flexibility [29].
Applications with sensitive data must not be accessible to the outside world
when using MANETs, otherwise, they may be destroyed or the success of a mission
may be jeopardised. Moreover, because the effectiveness of deploying such a system
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in the field is associated with the life of the device’s battery, power consumption
may be an issue in terms of creating a tolerant network. Furthermore, accuracy is
vital, as inaccurate information may result in the making of erroneous decisions.
The most important challenges affecting the design and deployment of a
MANET in general and in the military context in particular are listed below.
Later in the chapter, details will be provided for the most important one which is
routing protocols:
• Routing: The process of discovering the route from source node(s) to the
destination node(s). The most common problem in routing protocol is the
mobility of the nodes [28].
• Security: In special applications, such as in the military, communications
security is an important issue. A MANET is an open architecture that could
be employed in an open area, leading to a dynamic network topology using
a shared wireless medium. This characteristic can pose significant challenges
in designing secure MANETs in military applications that require increased
protection and achievable network performance [30].
• Multicasting: In MANETs, there are single source(s) and single desti-
nation(s) or multiple sources and multiple destinations when packets are
exchanged and some nodes work as routers between them. Multicasting is a
way to transmit packets to more than one destination. If there are multiple
senders in a group multicast, the multicast protocols may fail due to certain
MANET characteristics, such as dynamic topology, resulting in inconstant
updating of the delivery path, thereby changing the group membership [31].
• Medium Access Scheme: Medium access control (MAC) performs an
important role in coordinating channel access among the MANET nodes to
get packets get through from one node to another. However, in MANETs,
wireless channel MAC coordination is not always reliable as it suffers from
path loss and interference. The dynamic characteristics of a MANET result
in continuous topology changes that cause route breakages requiring re-
routing [32][33].
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• Management: The domain of management covers different aspects. Qual-
ity of services is a way to prioritise different applications, users, or data flow,
or assure a degree of performance level when the network capacity is in low
density, especially for near real time applications [34]. Energy management
and the size of device employed in a MANET leads to the use of a small
battery with a short life, and consequently, short participation time in a
network forwarding scheme. Self-organisation [35] and scalability [36] are
other aspects related to the management challenges in a MANET.
• Transport Layer Protocols: The unique characteristics of MANETs
affect the Transport Control Protocol (TCP), which is responsible for main-
taining and setting up the end-to-end connections. TCP is not capable of
differentiating between mobility and network congestion [37].
2.1.1.4 Standards and Current Approaches
The rapid development of ad hoc networks has been mirrored by increased ac-
tivity from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) and
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) towards the standardisation of the
technologies that are used. In particular, the IEEE 802 family of standards covers
the networks that use variable-sized packets. Wireless communication standards,
such as IEEE 802.11 (wireless local area networks), IEEE 802.15 (wireless per-
sonal area network) and IEEE 802.16 (wireless broadband), reflect a sizeable and
ambitious standardisation effort.
Packets routing and self-configuration are the main issues in standardising
in ad hoc networks. Three important working groups in the IETF have taken
responsibility for standardising the technologies in ad hoc networks [38] : 1) the
Ad hoc Network AutoConfiguration group (autoconf), which works with issues
related to self-configuration characteristics, i.e. assigning address for devices that
join the network; 2) the Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), which deals with
routing protocols; and 3) Routing Over Low power and Lossy networks (roll),
which handles routing standard in specialized scenarios.
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2.1.1.5 Applications of MANETs
MANETs are potentially useful and promising networks in many areas. These areas
can be classified into business and public safety and the military [3][28][39][40].
Some examples of these two types are illustrated below.
• Business Applications: Exchanging information in urban traffic has
attracted attention of researchers. In this area, vehicles play the main role in
establishing wireless mobile communication through modem in-car devices.
A networking system in this setting is termed Vehicular Ad hoc Network
(VANET) [41]. The use of this system introduces the ability to monitor and
control a vehicle’s mechanical components. Moreover, it makes it possible
for cars to communicate to exchange road information or safety warnings.
Personal Area Networks (PANs) is another example of business applications.
This is an ad hoc system for communication between mobile devices or
between mobile and stationary devices, such as students exchanging files
or presentations on university campuses. Other examples include sharing
information or files inside conferences or family members playing games
within a household. Linking with Telecom networks or the Internet provides
a PAN with the additional characteristics of extension networks. The concept
of ubiquitous computing is a good example of this type of linking, where
participants, either transparently or not, interact closely and dynamically
with devices in the surrounding environment. Notably, linking to larger
networks makes PANs even more useful.
• Public safety and military applications: In cases of natural disasters or
war, the infrastructure could be destroyed, necessitating the use of a network
like a MANET. Emergency and rescue operations could use MANETs
for immediate deployment in the destroyed area(s), due to such systems’
characteristics of self-configuration, flexibility and mobility to support the
rapid cooperative activities. These special characteristics of MANETs make
them a considerable favourite in such situations.
In modern warfare, fighters and unmanned ground or airborne vehicles may
be equipped with computing devices to report changes in the battlefield
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situations and communicate important observations to operational planners
and commanders in the field. Such communication plays a major role in
intelligence, surveillance, field assessment and tactical operations. Organising
agents and soldiers into small groups in order to provide or support a
wireless communication network(s) facilitates the relay of information or
reconnaissance for enemy movements in the field.
2.1.1.6 MANET Architecture
Using a reference model that describes the layers of hardware and software is a way
to represent a network architecture for transmitting data between pairs of devices
or enabling the operation of multiple devices in a network. Reference models are
used to increase the compatibility between different manufacturers’ devices in
the network [42][43]. The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO)
proposed the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model, which consists
of seven layers [44].
The OSI layers are ordered from layer 1, which is the lowest, to layer 7, which
is the highest, as shown in Figure 2.2. The physical layer is the first or lowest
layer followed by a data link layer, a network layer, a transport layer, a session
layer, a presentation layer and the highest layer, or layer 7 as application layer.
The Physical layer is responsible for transmission unstructured bits-stream over
a communications channel (physical medium). Accessing the physical medium
requires dealing with the mechanical, electrical and procedural characteristics.
The data link layer is responsible for the coordination of accessing shared medium
by different nodes, transferring data as frames with headers to treats as a self-
contained entity because if any errors occur in a frame, it will be discarded
without affecting others frames, and using a sub-layer called Medium Access
Control (MAC) for addressing purpose.
The function of the network layer is routing the data from node to node by
creating, maintaining and ending the network connections. Moreover, it responds
to generate Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.
The transport layer works as the interface between the three lower layers (phys-
ical, data link, network) and the upper three (session, presentation, application)
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layers. It provides an error-free connection, if so desired, and assures that the
data is received as it was originally sent from the source. It offers services for
recouping the different quality of services provided by the network layers that are
linked to particular types of networks.
The session layer organises and synchronizes the dialogue between two ap-
plications layers and manages the data exchange between those layers. The
presentation layer is responsible for representing the data during the transferring
mechanism between the two nodes. The application layer forms the user interface
as application program or distributed information services. The network layer
maintains the communication between the nodes in the network and manages any
frequent disconnections occurring in the network.
Data Transmission 
Physical Layer 
Link Layer 
Network Layer 
Transport Layer 
Session Layer 
Presentation Layer 
Application Layer 
Physical Layer 
Link Layer 
Network Layer 
Transport Layer 
Session Layer 
Presentation Layer 
Application Layer 
Devices1 
(sender) 
Devices2 
(Receiver) 
Figure 2.2: ISO-OSI reference model.
The most recommended architecture of MANET in the literatures is based on
a 5-layer reference model [45] as shown in Figure 2.3. The layers are as follows:
• Radio layer instead of physical layer in ISO-OSI reference model;
• Link layer;
• Network layer;
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• Transport layer;
• Applications layer.
Figure 2.3: MANET reference model.
Basagni et al. merged the layers 5,6 and 7 in ISO-OSI model in one layer in
MANET’s reference model which is the link layer. The layers 1,2 and 3 are similar
without any changes except they have more challenges due to the MANETs nature.
2.1.2 Military networks
Sharing information under conditions of war is an important issue that results in
a new paradigm in a modern military concept called Network-Centric Warfare
(NCW), which augments military force through communication networks and
sharing of information. The NCW philosophy depends on the preponderance of
information on the battlefield, the delivery of Internet-like capability in operational
areas and on the provision of continuous connection to networks for anytime and
anywhere communication.
The most important issues in military networks are security, jamming, changing
topology, bandwidth and delay. These issues define the differences between military
networks in the battlefield and commercial networks. Indeed, military networks
are built to achieve certain goals and objectives, which can be affected by the
previously mentioned issues [46].
New forms of military communication play a major role in modern warfare
[47]. Military networks have unique characteristics that distinguish them from
other types of networks such as :
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• They consist of different linked subsystems that are valid and obtainable for
providing a light network for the safe exchange of information.
• They have the ability to integrate with different simulation systems to
establish a powerful networking environment that can recognise resources
and share information in various situations, such as in training or in actual
wartime.
• They are capable of using and integrating different types of communication
technologies.
2.2 Routing Protocol in MANET
Network functionalities play major roles in connectivity and routing in ad hoc
networks. End users can perform routing in addition to maintaining connectivity.
Routing poses a significant challenge in dynamic environments with mobile nodes.
A critical challenge for researchers lies in increasing the efficiency of routing
protocols in MANETs. The role of routing in MANETs is to find and maintain
the connectivity between nodes in a dynamic topology. As mentioned in 2.1.1.2
MANETs possess unique characteristics that may affect the efficiency of routing
and introduce a challenge to improving routing protocols [3]. One of these
important characteristic is the mobility of the nodes, which results in highly
dynamic networks with regular changes in topology. Consequently, there may be
rapid disconnection between nodes in sparse networks in large topology [26].
To evaluate the performance of routing in an Ad-hoc network, it should have
the following characteristics:
• Decentralized: there is no specific central node controlling routing decisions.
• Self-organisable: in case of failure, nodes need to re-organise themselves to
improve network performance.
• Self-healing: routing needs to be self-dependent, which means routing could
be applied to a process for recovery in case of failure.
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Routing algorithms can be categorised into three types as follows:
Flat routing schemes, which consists of two types of protocols, similar to
those found in wired networks: 1) proactive or table-driven routing protocols, and
2) reactive or on-demand routing protocols.
Hierarchical routing The increasing size of wireless networks has become
challenging to flat routing because of the link and processing overhead. To
resolve this issue and produce a scalable and efficient solution, hierarchical routing
algorithms have been introduced. The idea is to form nodes in small groups and
allocating different functionalities to the nodes. Using geographic information to
support the establishment of a hierarchical group to design a cluster for each group.
Each cluster has a cluster-head node which is the node that can communicate
with other nodes outside the cluster
Geographic position assisted routing Introducing the usage of Global
Positioning System (GPS) led to an important evolution in communication tech-
nology by providing location information and universal timing of nodes. The idea
of geographical routing is based on the knowledge of the location of the destination
to deliver the messages and using the location instead of the network address
in the routing process. Later in this chapter, there are further explanations of
geographic position-assisted routing and a well-known routing algorithm called
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing algorithm (GPSR). GPSR uses two techniques
to forward messages to avoid disconnection between the forwarding node and the
destination node, which is suitable for military applications [48].
Recently, the challenges posed by MANETs have necessitated the introduction
of a new taxonomy in routing protocols. Alotaibi et al [3] present a taxonomy for
routing protocols in MANET based on the evolution of routing protocols, in which
introducing the unique characteristics of such networks led to novel algorithms, as
shown Figure 2.4. This taxonomy includes classical categorisation and introduces
Geographical, Multi-casting, Geo-casting, Hierarchical, Flow-aware, Power-aware,
Multi-path, Hybrid, and Mesh routing algorithms. The following section presents
only the proactive, reactive and geographical routing protocols in detail because
this work focuses explicitly and specifically on geographical routing protocols.
Proactive and reactive routing protocols are presented here because they are the
standard types of routing used in MANETs.
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Figure 2.4: A taxonomy of routing algorithms in MANETs [3].
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2.2.1 Proactive Routing
Proactive routing is also called table driven routing. This is a method in which
each node can create a table that includes updated information on the routes of
each node to all destinations in the network. Dissemination of updated routing
information through the network is propagated on a continuous basis to update
the table information at each node. Transmission process in this type of routing
protocols is based on a sender consulting its own table to define the path to the
destination node.
However, updating the information table for each node in the network requires
high overhead traffic and sufficient bandwidth. In highly dynamic topology, this
type of routing approach is not recommended because the need to maintain the
consistency and currency of the routing information table requires additional
control overhead messages, which may not be possible due to high mobility.
There are many well-known proactive routing protocols in the literature, such
as Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Routing (DSDV)[49] and Optimized
Link State Routing (OLSR)[50].
DSDV
Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Routing (DSDV) is a well-known protocol
in the proactive family [49] that uses the Bellman-Ford algorithm to calculate
paths. The number of hops that the packets need to travel to reach the destination
node is used as a metric of the cost in DSDV. DSDV routing is a proactive routing
algorithm, therefore, it maintains a routing table that stores all the available
destinations, cost metrics and sequence numbers assigned by the destination node
to avoid a protocol loop. Periodic mechanisms are used to propagate changes in
the routing table regularly.
In the case of the occurrence of an update event, the sequence number must
be incremented by a node. In a normal update, the sequence number must be
an even number; each time there is an update, the node increments its sequence
number by 2 and adds this update to the routing message. Nodes cannot change
the sequence number of other nodes. If a node wants to announce an expired route
to its neighbours, it only increments the sequence number of the disconnected
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node by 1. Each node receiving this update will check the sequence number and
if it is an odd number, it will be removed from the routing table [51].
OLSR
Optimised Link State Routing (OLSR)[50] is a proactive routing protocol that
applies discovery and maintains route mechanisms before sending messages from
the source node to the destination node. OLSR discovers and broadcasts link
state information that is gathered by HELLO as well as topology control messages.
Each node in the network receiving this information can define the next hop
destinations for all other nodes in the network. HELLO messages contain two
hops neighbour information and select a set of multipoint relays (MPR). MPRs
are the nodes that broadcast messages and build the link state in the network.
HELLO and topology control messages by OLSR frequently flood over the network
to ensure that all nodes are synchronised with link state information [51].
2.2.2 Reactive Routing
Reactive routing is also called on-demand routing, which means that the route will
be established on demand only. In this protocol, there is no need to pre-create a
table of information as in proactive routing. The routing process in reactive routing
protocols requires low control overhead because it occurs only when it is necessary
to establish a route. Due to node mobility in dynamic topologies, maintaining
routing between nodes is a complex challenge. Thus, reactive routing protocols
are more efficient than proactive routing protocols in dynamic topologies. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the nodes need to wait until the discovery of
the routing process is complete. Therefore, there is a greater delay in transmitting
packets between nodes. The most well-known examples of reactive routing are
Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)[24] and Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR)[52].
AODV
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)[24] is an on-demand routing,
which means it is established and maintained upon request from the source node.
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AODV is similar to OLSR in terms of using sequence numbers to avoid the routing
loop. In addition, AODV is self-starting and can be scaled to accommodate a
large number of mobile nodes. AODV uses three types of messages to establish a
route between the source and destination: route requests (RREQs), route replies
(RREPs) and route error messages (RERRs). The source node broadcasts the
RREQ message to its neighbours in order to discover a route to the destination
node. If the intermediate nodes do not have any previous information about the
requested route in their table, they will rebroadcast the RREQ.
Each node receiving an RREQ stores the route information in its own routing
table. Once the RREQ is received by the destination node or an intermediate node
which has route information to the destination node, they respond by unicasting
an RREP message to the last RREQ sender. The RREP will follow a reverse path
to the source node and each node receiving the RREP will update their routing
table by setting up the forwarding entries by indicating the node from which they
received the RREP message [51]. However, in case of link breaks, the node that
discovered this disconnection sends RERR message to inform the source node.
DSR
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)[52] is a reactive routing protocol based on a
method known as source routing. DSR formats the route based on a request
from the source node; therefore, it is an on-demand routing, similar to the AODV
routing algorithm. DSR is different from AODV in that in DSR, the intermediate
node adds its own address identifier to the list carried in the packet. An RREP
message generated by the destination node, including the list of received node
addresses, is sent through a reverse path to the source node. DSR has a route
maintenance mechanism through a node confirmation message when the next
node successfully receives the packets. The node confirmation messages could
be acknowledgements through the link layer or specified by DSR. As mentioned
above, DSR is source routing, which means when there is a break in the link by a
node that cannot receive an acknowledgement message from the next hop it will
generate a route error message transmitted to the source node [51].
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2.2.3 Geographical Routing
Research has shown that geographical location information can improve routing
performance in ad hoc networks [53]. Additional attention must be paid in mobile
environments, i.e. locations may not be accurate by the time the information is
used. Position-based algorithms work in tandem with location services[3], which
are tasked to inform nodes of each others’ positions.
There are many examples of geographical routing algorithms. In [54], which
was one of the first routing protocols using geographical information to support
the decision for the next hop, the authors proposed the Distance Routing Effect
Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) as a geographical routing built on the basis
of minimising the flooding area size by choosing the neighbour that can forward
route request messages. DREAM manages the routing updates and message
lifetimes to minimise the routing overhead by what the author calls distance effect
and mobility rate [54]. Distance effect is where the distance between two pairs is
reflected by the importance of this pair to the others. For example, if the distance
is large, then the location update to the others occurs less frequently than for
nodes closer together; this means that the greater the distance separating two
nodes, the slower they appear to be moving with respect to each other.
In mobility, node speed is used to determine how often a node needs to update
its location to other nodes. High-speed nodes need to update more frequently
because they are moving faster and their locations are constantly changing. Using
distance effect and mobility, DREAM can utilise bandwidth and energy more
efficiently. Nodes can periodically broadcast their location information to other
nodes in the ad hoc network using control messages. The location information
stored in the location table in each node is used to keep nodes up to date on the
mobility of other nodes in the network. However, because DREAM is based on
flooding, it may excessively use network resources.
The following section will cover other examples starting with the most well-
known algorithm in geographical routing.
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2.3 Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
There are many examples of geographical routing algorithms in the literature [3].
In this section, we will focus on Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [15].
Following the original GPSR proposal, several variants have been proposed in
the literature, such as Divisional Perimeter (DP) [5] and Buering Zone Greedy
Forwarding Strategy (BZGFS) [4], to improve its performance in particular settings.
These protocols will be used with the vanilla GPSR to measure the performance
of the new algorithm proposed in this thesis.
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [15] is one of the best known
position-based protocols in the literature. GPSR, as a greedy routing protocol,
does not need to maintain a routing table and works best in a free open space
scenario with regularly distributed nodes [48]. The protocol virtually operates in
a stateless manner and has the capability of multi-path routing [55]. Typically,
GPSR uses a greedy forwarding strategy to forward the packets from a source
to an immediate neighbour that is located closest to the destination. When the
local optimisation problem occurs, for example a neighbouring node closer to the
destination does not exist, the node instead uses perimeter forwarding to forward
messages. The two techniques are explained as follows:
• Greedy forwarding (GF) is the main method for forwarding packets
to their destinations in GPSR algorithms [15]. It is one of the techniques
on which single-path (only one route can be discovered from the source
to its destination) routing relies on forwarding the data packet to a single
neighbour instead of broadcasting the packet to all neighbours. As mentioned
above, the source node knows the geographical position of the destination
node. The destination node position will be added to the packet header so
that each node receiving the packet will know the position of the destination
node. Each forwarding node will consult its local table to check which
neighbour is geographically closest to the destination node. The closest node
will receive the packet and repeat the process until the packet is received by
the destination node. Figure 2.5a shows the greedy forwarding process; the
node S as the source wants to send packets to the destination node D.
The greedy forwarding method ensures that the shortest path from the
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(a) Forwarding packet process
through a greedy forwarding
technique
(b) Forwarding packet process through
a perimeter forwarding technique
Figure 2.5: Illustrating GPSR operation in two techniques.
source node to the destination will be used as long as it is possible to
forward packets to the destination node. However, when the forwarding
node is faced with an empty area, which means there are no neighbours
closer to the destination than the forwarding node itself, the greedy forward
will fail to forward packets. Karp et al. [15] explained that this problem is
the limitation of the greedy forwarding method and they proposed a recovery
mode to solve the empty area problem.
• Perimeter Forwarding is used when the forwarding node fails to find a
neighbour closer to the destination than itself. This changes the forwarding
mode to perimeter, as a recovery method to bypass the empty area, along
with the location when the greedy forwarding mode has failed. Perimeter
mode is based on the FACE routing methods explained above. First, it
determines a planner graph using the Relative Neighbourhood Graph (RNG)
[56]. Second, the right-hand rule is used to traverse the planner graph.
Figure 2.6 shows an example of the right-hand rule. Node S sends a packet
to node X, which, in turn, will send the received packet to the first link finds’
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Figure 2.6: Right-hand rule interior of the polygon.
counter-clockwise around X from the edge (S,X). It is known that the
right-hand rule traverses the interior of a closed polygon in clockwise order
[15]. In Figure 2.5b the dash arc around node D represents the distance
to node A. The red arc around node A shows the radio range of node A.
Finally, the dash circle is the radio range for node S. When node S wants
to send packet to node D, first it will use a greedy forwarding method to
transfer the packet to node A. The destination node D is out of the radio
range of node A and there are no neighbours through which to forward the
packet to node D using the greedy forwarding method. In this case, node
A will change the forwarding mode to perimeter mode. Node A has two
paths to the destination node: (A,B,G,D) or (A,C, F,D). Based on the
right-hand rule to route around the empty area using the cycle traverse
properties, the cycle will be (A,B,G,D, F, C,A). In this manner, GPSR
can forward the packet around the void area to reach the destination node.
However, there are a number of drawbacks to the transmission process in
GPSR, which have led to the proposal of many variants in the literature. In the
following section, we will examine some of these variants based on the shortcomings
of the two techniques.
2.3.1 Optimising GPSR Greedy Forwarding Methods
In this section, we will show how GPSR has been optimised to resolve the issues
experienced using greedy forwarding methods.
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Buffering Zone Greedy Forwarding Strategy
A GPSR variant introduced by Wei et al. [4] employs a strategy termed the
Buffering Zone Greedy Forwarding Strategy (BZGFS). Its application in GPSR
is called GPSR-BZGFS and it deals with greedy forwarding failures and the
right-hand rule. In this case, the perimeter forwarding strategy is the same as in
GPSR, however, nodes that are on the edges of the transmission range are not
considered for follow-up transmissions as they are deemed more likely to go out of
range shortly. As such, a ‘buffer zone’ is defined at the edges of the transmission
range where nodes contained therein are not chosen for forwarding purposes.
The main idea for this algorithm is to address the temporary communication
problem (TCP) [57], which means that the next hop node is not in the transmission
range because of node mobility. The algorithm defines a buffer zone that introduces
a suitable radius at the radio margin, as shown in Figure 2.7. The forwarding
node will search in its neighbour list for a node within its radio range with the
condition of not being in the buffering zone, and which is geographically closest to
the destination location. If the selected node moves to the buffering zone during
the period between the two HELLO messages, it will be available to participate in
the forwarding procedure because it will not move out of the transmission range,
even at maximum speed. When the selected node moves to the buffering zone, it
will be recognized by the node that planned to use this selected node as the next
hop by the HELLO message and will be replaced by another node based on the
BZGFS protocol. The node planning to forward the packet can choose another
node before the selected node is moved out of its transmission range by the buffer
zone.
Figure 2.7: Buffering Zone Forwarding Strategy flow chart [4].
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Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing with Lifetime for VANETS (GPSR-
L)
Roa et al. [58] consider the problem of poor linking between the forwarding node
and its neighbours because of high mobility which leads to changes in the position
of the nominated node to forwarding the packet to the destination node. They
proposed a new variant of the vanilla GPSR by adding a lifetime to the packet
header. The lifetime is calculated between the forwarding node and its neighbours
and the timer value is set to the value of the lifetime. In the case of selecting the
closest node to the destination node from the node neighbour list, the forwarding
node checks the timer if it is not equal to zero, and then checks the link quality
by comparing different neighbour timers to select the next hop [58]. The author
claims that GPSR-L improves the packet delivery ratio by 20%− 40% compared
to the original GPSR.
(a) Greedy forwarding vs.Restricted Greedy
Forwarding in GPCR
(b) GPCR repair method to solve the local
minimum problem
Figure 2.8: Illustrating GPCR operations using two techniques.
Greedy Perimeter Coordination Routing
In [59], the authors proposed a new algorithm to overcome the obstacles faced
the radio transmission range in a city topology. The algorithm consists of two
techniques: restricted greedy forwarding and a repair method, as shown in Figure
2.8. Figure 2.8a shows that node S is the source node that needs to send a packet
to node D. Following the normal greedy forwarding method, S will send the
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packet to node A and then B, which is a dead-end node, then the packet will
be dropped because there is no way to reach the destination node. The author
proposed a different method called ‘restricted greedy forwarding’. In this method,
the node in the junction will be called a coordinate node, which will broadcast its
role to all nodes. When node S is close to the junction as shown in Figure 2.8a
it knows that node C is the coordinate node and it is the first node that should
receive the packet to complete the forwarding process and reach the destination
node. Figure 2.8b shows the repair methods using the right-hand rule similar
to the vanilla GPSR to avoid the local minimum problem that appeared in the
position of node S; the algorithm then follows restricted greedy forwarding to
transmit the packet to the destination node D.
The new algorithm is based on the use of street junctions as a form for the
planner graph without using any external information, such as a street map.
However, this depends on the junction nodes, which could fail on the curve
road and on sparse network where the distance between nodes could affect the
transmission range and lead to the loss of packets [60]. Moreover, the node in the
junction could face the problem of local minimum, which forces the node to drop
the packets. As previously mentioned, the decision on the next hop in GPCR is
made by the coordinate node at the junction; therefore, this node could present a
bottleneck in routing the packets.
In [61], the author proposed a new schema called GPSRJ+. As previously
mentioned, the decision on the next hop in GPCR is made by the coordinate
node at the junction; therefore, this node could present a bottleneck in routing
the packets [61]. The main idea of GPSRJ+ is to improve the perimeter mode in
[59]. GPSRJ+ is used to exchange beacon messages to detect coordinate nodes
at the junction area. It uses information from two hop neighbours to detect and
identify a routing path. The GPSRJ+ authors claim that the new strategy they
used improved the packet delivery ratio of GPCR [59], and reduced the number of
hops in the recovery mode of GPSR [15] by 20%. It should be noted that the use
of GPSRJ+ [61]could overload the network. The authors used a line trajectory to
evaluate the routing performance. However, a real urban scenario could follow a
more complex trajectory.
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2.3.2 Optimising GPSR Perimeter Forwarding Methods
In this section, we will show how GPSR can be optimised to resolve the issues
encountered when using the perimeter forwarding method.
Divisional Perimeter
Work in [5] proposed a Divisional Perimeter (DP) forwarding algorithm, called
GPSR-DP, which improves GPSR by using both a right-hand and a left-hand rule.
Specifically, in GPSR-DP, a forwarding node in the case of the local optimisation
problem is chosen either on the left-hand or right-hand side of the transmitting
node, depending on a heuristic. As in GPSR, the proposed algorithm does not
change forwarding behaviour when reaching a dead-end; the packet is simply
discarded. The GPSR-DP protocol improved GPSR by combining the right-hand
rule with the left-hand rule.
Figure 2.9 shows that if node X faces an area where there are no nodes
capable of forwarding a packet to a destination following the greedy mode, then
node X will decide to change to recovery mode to avoid the empty area. Node
X will choose node a because there are no nodes in the left region, so node
a will continue in recovery mode. Node a, if it follows the right-hand rule,
will choose node b, and so on. The path following the right-hand rule will be
(X → a → b → c → d → e → f → g → D); this route seems a very long path
to the destination node , so the author combined the left-hand rule by node a.
Instead of choosing node b as the next hop, it will choose node e because it will
follow the left-hand rule. The path following the left-hand rule in this case will be
(X → a→ e→ f → g → D). It is clear that the number of hops has decreased
by using the left-hand rule.
2.3.3 Optimising Overall GPSR Performance
In this section, GPSR will be optimised to increase performance without consider-
ing any specific problem in the forwarding methods.
In order to improve the accuracy of GPSR, Granelli et al. introduced a
Movement Aware GPSR variant called GPSR-MA [62]. GPSR-MA is meant for
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Figure 2.9: Divisional Perimeter Protocol concept taken from [5].
use in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) and adds speed and direction to the
basic GPSR packet header format to improve the next forwarding node decision.
As such, it extends the routing protocol’s awareness of the nodes’ mobility state;
additional information is used in subsequent routing decisions.
In [63], the authors improve GPSR [15] for use in city scenarios and highways.
This algorithm uses the positions of the nodes; each node can determine the
intersection node by comparing its position with the table of neighbours’ positions
and using this information to determine the intersection node that will be used to
overcome the obstacles problem in the city scenario. However, the author assume
that all nodes are equipped with GPS to define the node position, yet GPS can
be made ineffectual by obstacles such as buildings and tunnels. Moreover, the
use of this algorithm typically increases the packets’ collision with these obstacles
because the change in the position in the city scenario can be quick and sudden,
meaning that nodes increase the number of broadcasting messages to inform others
of their new location.
In [64], the authors propose a new variant from GPSR, namely, On-demand
GPSR (OD-GPSR). This is a data-driven geographical routing protocol customised
to work in wireless sensor networks. OD-GPSR addresses the problems that could
face GPSR in wireless sensor networks, such as when a wireless sensor network is
not a symmetric link (bidirectional), the location of the home node in a sensor
network is outside the boundary of the perimeter node, or there are changes in
the home node location caused by mobility. However, the accuracy of the use of
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GPS to define the location in OD-GPSR could be affected by the topology of the
sensor networks, and that will result in the loss of packets.
In [65], the author proposes two schemes to be applied on top of GPSR to
control the routing overhead and minimise the MAC layer collision to allow for
the use of more resources. The first scheme is Neighbour Awareness position
Update (NAU), which uses the number of neighbours and their positions to set
the position update interval dynamically. The second scheme used is Beacon assist
Geographical Forwarding (BGF), which allows the forwarding node to consider
the next hop by comparing the neighbour’s beacon interval stored in its neighbour
list.
2.4 Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN)
The massive and rapid evolution in the techniques used by smart devices with
short range wireless communication technology has stimulated developments
in MANETs during the last few years. However, the concept of bidirectional
networks, which is the basis of MANET, is not guaranteed due to the regular
disconnection in the network caused by node mobility and low-density networks.
MANET routing algorithms, which are discussed above, are not common in the
networks suffering from frequent disconnection. This type of network is called
a challenged network or a Delay Tolerant Network (DTN). Following is a brief
history of the DTN, which will outline the most commonly used techniques for
routing messages in a DTN, based on the Store-Carry-Forward paradigm.
In the late 1990s, the Interplanetary Internet project (IPN) became the spark
that prompted an investigation into the possibility of using the Internet approach in
deep space communications [66]. The particular characteristics of space minimise
the time that the path between two pairs is available; outside of this window,
it will not be available at all. Research into IPN has created the opportunity
to introduce DTN as a new communication model to be used in deep space
communications. Fall in [66], this type of network is classified as a challenged
network and is characterised by an unstable connection, a low packet delivery ratio
and heterogeneity. Networking techniques used in such difficult situations could
be applied to ground communication, for instance, in wireless communications
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that experience various causes of delay, such as communication disruptions. When
an end-to-end path is not guaranteed or if it is unstable or unpredictable, the
network is considered a disrupted network, which is one form of DTN. The IETF
formed the DTN Research Group (DTNG) in 2002 to implement the concept of
DTN as an architecture. There are many causes of disruption that need to be
addressed by DTN, including the followings [67]:
• Mobility : The nodes are free to move on the topology, and this movement
causes regular disconnections between two pairs, resulting in the disruption
of the whole network.
• Line of sight : Nodes cannot detect other in the topology because of
natural obstacles (e.g., mountains or other land topography).
• Device incompatibility : Communication between heterogeneous devices
could result in an inability to communicate because of the differences in
their specifications.
• Short radio range: Mobile devices equipped with short range communi-
cation tools that lead to the farthest nodes will be out of the transmission
range.
2.4.1 DTN classification
When the end-to-end connectivity is not available, e.g. in the case of a sparse
network, that means low number of nodes are available in the transmission ranges
and it causes the topology to split into numerous non-connected sectors. This
typically is the domain of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN). DTN can further
split into two types [68]: the assisted DTNs (A-DTN), when the mobility of the
nodes is very low, or Unassisted DTNs (U-DTN), where the mobility of the nodes
is high and this type correspond to traditional DTN paradigm.
Routing in A-DTN involves the use of special nodes known as message ferries
to relay the messages between the disconnected sectors [69]. The use of ferry
node is based on store-carry-forward scheme, which is explained in the following
section.
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2.4.2 Store-Carry-Forward Paradigm
The Store-Carry-Forward Paradigm (SCF) is a classical paradigm for DTN in
which messages are stored and carried until there is an opportunity to forward them
to the destination node. The routing protocols that are followed in this technique
can be classified into two groups based on the assumption made regarding the
available knowledge of the networking topology [70].
In the first group, routing algorithms require minimal information about the
topology, or non-knowledge. In such algorithms, a number of message copies are
generated and distributed in the network. The source node or the forwarding
nodes store copies of the message and forward a copy each time there is a node
within transmission range. Consequently, there are (n−1) copies of the message in
a network with n number of nodes, which means a node could have multiple copies
of the message, thereby increasing the probability of delivering the message to the
destination node and requiring the minimum time to deliver. The primary aim is
therefore to establish control rules regarding the number of message replications.
However, this method does waste nodes’ resources because they participate in
storing copies without any guarantee that they will be in the destination node
transmission range.
The routing algorithms that follow this technique for forwarding messages
are known as Epidemic routing algorithms [71][72][73][74][75]. Yet in high-traffic
networks, these algorithms are at a high risk of dropping a message, which affects
the routing performance [76][73]. To control the number of copies made, different
techniques are applied in routing algorithms such as keeping the number of copies
constant regardless of the network size and forward the message to dedicated relay
nodes or sending a copy to a node that does not have a copy, which is defined by
historical encounter-based metrics.
The second group is composed of routing algorithms that require knowledge
about the network topology. The routing algorithms assume that the topology
is divided into different zones, and each zone contains nodes that connect well
together; however, the zones themselves are not connected to each other. The need
to connect these zones inspired researchers to use a special node, called a ferry, to
travel around the deployed area to collect messages from each zone of connected
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nodes. Knowledge of topology is not limited in most algorithms following this
method, so one copy of the message is carried by a ferry and forwarded to the
proper zones based on location information; the main concern in this method, then,
is how to evaluate ferry movement and delays in message delivery and collection.
Much research has been completed on other aspects of routing in DTN (see [70]
and [77]).
Yet these algorithms force the node to be in the ferry transmission range
to receive messages or to send messages to the ferry node. The node needs to
prioritise between its duty and the sending or receiving procedure. The decision of
which is a higher priority will affect the delivery of messages. For instance, if the
duty of the node in the topology is of higher priority than the sending or receiving
procedure, the node will not move into the ferry node transmission range, and
that will lead to a dropped packet.
2.5 MANET and DTN Integration
The combination of the MANET and DTN paradigms could solve some of the
problems from which each paradigm suffers. MANET routing algorithms are
unable to forward packets in link break networks, which suffer from a regular
disconnection, while DTN routing algorithms are not efficient in well-connected
networks and have high delay times [78]. This is confirmed by the framework[9] ,
which argues that the uncertainty of the link and the connectivity of the network
could organise the topology to recognise which MANET routing, DTN routing,
and flooding are the appropriate ways to communicate. The following sections
outline the work that has been done to integrate MANET routing and DTN
routing in the last few years. The research was classified based on the MANET
routing type described above.
2.5.1 Classical MANET Routing Integrated with DTN
A hybrid algorithm that combined AODV and DTN bundle protocol [79] was
proposed by Ott et al. in [80]. The proposed work is based on extending AODV
routing to include nearby DTN routers during a route search mechanism to obtain
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routing hints. The default routing is AODV, whenever possible, but if there is
no end-to-end link, DTN-based routing is applied. In this hybrid algorithm, the
application can dynamically choose which mechanism is preferable based on its
situation. This approach requires that the nodes in the network should support
the bundle protocol.
Moreover, in [81], the authors propose a similar approach by combining AODV
with DTN through a scheme applied by the sender only to allow it to dynamically
choose the routing type. The decision between MANET or DTN routing is based
on local information, such as message size, or can be determined through inferred
data, such as node density or available bandwidth. The forwarding node does
not participate or change the decision made by the source node. DTN routing
protocol could be used in the presence of an end-to-end path in the case that
the time delivery when using MANET routing is larger than that when using
DTN routing. The authors claim that their work is different from the previously
mentioned approach because it applies a more extensive evaluation and uses more
realistic mobile networks.
The author of [82] extends this, introducing a reactive routing protocol named
Better Approach To Mobile Ad hoc Networking (BATMAN)[83] that has a Store-
and-Forward protocol (SF-BATMAN). A node buffers the messages to decrease
the number of dropped packets in the following cases of bad links:
• The path to the destination node is not determined.
• The next hop node sent the control packets recently but it is not active at
the time that the forwarding node wants to use it.
The nodes that receive control messages update or validate the entry table
then send the buffered messages. The BATMAN protocol is modified to use
store-and-forward techniques without changing any of its control messages, so
SF-BATMAN works in a way that is similar to BATMAN, but with an added
feature. It uses the reactive routing protocol approach also proposed by [84] and
[85].
Pant et al. [86] enhance the performance of OLSR [50] by integrating it with
a DTN-based mechanism. The new algorithm, namely DTS-OLSR, is a recent
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routing and discovery mechanism based on the Structured Mesh Overlay Network
(SMON) to provide discovery, registration and routing functionality. The authors
extend OLSR routing with DTN to register the nearest and a more stable DTN
node by utilising the number of hops and the link quality. Using the modified
control messages in OLSR, nodes can build and maintain a hierarchical network
overlay that uses bundle routing in DTN [79] to deliver the messages. A node
that does not support bundle protocol could use the nearest node that does
support bundle through what the author calls a “lite” bundle. The messages in
DTS-OLSR are encapsulated into bundles or lite bundles before transmission,
resulting in an increase of communication overhead. In the well-connected network,
the increase of communication overhead in DTS-OLSR decreases its performance
when compared to OLSR.
In the Storage Aware Routing (STAR) protocol [87], the knowledge of the
available storage with OLSR routing and modified control messages [50] to define
short-term and long-term link cost are used when choosing between buffering or
forwarding the messages. If the cost of the long-term link is lower thn the short-
term link, the available storage for the next hop is not enough or the end-to-end
path does not exist, the packets will be stored instead of forwarded in STAR.
However, STAR has a large delay for some packets because they are buffered for
one of the above reasons, while its packet delivery ratio outperforms the vanilla
OLSR.
The author of [88] uses the number of connected nodes to distinguish between
sparse and cluster networks. The proposed algorithm uses the DSDV [49] for
intra-cluster delivery, and in the case of inter-cluster communication, the proposed
algorithm uses the message ferry technique. The source node is the only node that
allows the use of DSDV routing to communicate with the gateway node, which is
responsible for communicating with the ferry node.
The use of proactive distance vector MANET routing protocol in combination
with custodian selection and message buffering from DTN was also used by
Musolesi et al. [89] to propose Context-Aware Adaptive Routing (CAR). The
MANET routing is used to exchange information related to networks such as the
change of rate in connectivity and the connection status between pairs. A context
framework is used to predict the probability of delivery between nodes to decide
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which node is best-suited for delivering the message. These results are added to
the routing table for use in the case of a partitioned network. In the case of a
connected network CAR, a proactive MANET protocol is used to transmit the
messages.
Kretschmer et al. [90] introduced the Delay Tolerant Dynamic MANET On-
demand Routing protocol (DT-DYMO). This is an integration of the probability
model in the Dynamic MANET On-demand Routing (DYMO) [91] and the DTN
custodian scheme. In well-connected networks, DT-DYMO works in a way that is
similar to the vanilla DYMO as described in [91], while in a partitioned network,
the messages are forwarded to a node that has a high probability of meeting the
destination node based on the probability model built in DYMO. The nominated
node will buffer the messages until it has a link with the destination node. To
perform an accurate delivery likelihood estimation, nodes need to exchange their
delivery probability periodically, which is not a feature in the default DYMO
because it is a reactive routing; this therefore introduces an additional beaconing
mechanism.
In [92], Liu et al. propose an adaptive routing protocol, named Efficient
Adaptive Routing (EAR). EAR is a combination between DSDV [49] and the
spray and wait method used in DTN [73]. A group of nodes that can communicate
with each other form a logical cloud in EAR. However, the number of nodes in a
cloud is limited because EAR protocol limits the bandwidth used by a node for
maintaining the use of the DSDV shortest paths technique. The communication
between nodes in the same logical cloud is used to maintain the shortest path
inside the cloud. Moreover, for communicating between clouds, nodes use spray
and wait routing protocol.
Whitbeck et al. [93] propose a hybrid DTN-MANET routing protocol (HY-
MAD). The authors use the concept of cluster networks to divide a network into
small clusters. The routing inside the intra-group is handled by a simple distance
vector algorithm. For inter-group communication, HYMAD uses the spray and
wait method. However, HYMAD is based on the assumption that the nodes form
groups, so it seems more suitable for networks in which some level of “natural”
grouping occurs.
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2.5.2 Geographical Routing in MANET Integrated with
DTN
Several geographical routing protocols have been proposed for MANET, but the
majority cannot be applied to sparse networks or large areas. The geographical
routing presented in [3] cannot deal with small numbers of nodes deployed in large
areas, such as military units deployed in a remote location for training or other
scenarios.
In contrast, geographical routing following the carry-and-forward of DTN
was proposed to applied for road-based scenarios in a VANET [94], which is a
type of network, be used to provide communication between cars and between
cars and fixed infrastructure. This type of network has its own characteristics
that distinguish it from other types of MANET [95] [96]. However, VANETs are
outside of the scope of this work.
Motion Vector (MoVe) routing, proposed by Lebrun et al.[97] predicts a node’s
future location and sends a packet to the node when it is expected to be within
the node transmission range. The routing protocol uses a request mechanism in
which the node wants to send a packet to create a HELLO message and awaits a
response from any nodes in its transmission range; then, nodes begin to exchange
their information to determine if the responder is able to carry the message and
whether it is expected to be closer to the destination than the sender.
Geographical Opportunistic Routings (GeOpps) were proposed by Lee et al.
[98]. GeOpps assume that all modern cars have a navigation system, including a
GPS device, maps, and the function to calculate a suggested route. A navigation
system is assumed to have the ability to calculate the route to estimate the time
it will take to move from a current position to a requested destination; this can be
used to determine the route of messages to a destination area. The car then follows
the route suggested by its navigation system to reach its destination, calculated
based on the nearest point that it must go through to reach the destination area.
The forwarding node, in this case, will use the nearest point and its map in a
utility function to estimate the minimum time the packet needs to be delivered to
the destination area. The node that can send the packet quicker and closer to
the destination becomes the next carrier. This protocol could only be applied in
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VANET if we assume there are pedestrians participating in such network; it is
neither logical nor practical for them to carry a navigation system.
GeoDTN [99] is a routing system that uses geographical information in DTN.
GeoDTN is a distribution scheme based on nodes’ mobility, and it consists of three
schemes to route messages: distance, rescue and scoring modes. Distance mode is
used to compare the distance of each node to the destination node and to compare
the results with a fixed threshold. The node that is at the shortest distance is
used as the forwarding node. If a message faces a local minimum problem, the
algorithm applies rescue mode. Finally, the scoring mode is used to calculate the
probability of the nodes being at a common location between other nodes and
the destination. A node that has a higher neighbour score with the destination
node will be considered a better forwarding node. The algorithm assumes that
the node score will be based on updated information about the destination node
mobility, which is not a practical assumption with regard to security and privacy.
In [100], Cheng et al. propose the Geographic and Delay Tolerant Network
with Navigation Assistance (GeoDTN+NAV). It is a combination of DTN mode
and non-DTN mode. The switch between the two modes is based on a Network
Partition Detection Method that is proposed by the authors to evaluate the correct
forwarding mode for each packet to increase the possibility of delivering packets to
their destinations. In general, this method is based on the road connectivity. In
DTN mode, the authors propose a Virtual Navigation Interface (VNI) to choose
the delay tolerant forwarding node in case of partitioning networks by providing
the mobility information for neighbouring vehicles to confirm which one is the
most proper to deliver the packets. In non-DTN mode, the algorithm uses two
techniques, namely greedy and perimeter, similar to GPSR [15]. However, the
latency in this protocol is high in sparse networks, resulting in a decrease in
performance. In addition, the packets delivery ratio is low compared with other
routing protocols [60].
In [94] and [101], the authors propose geographical routing protocols for vehic-
ular delay-tolerant networks called GeoSpray and Graph Relay (PGR) respectively.
Those routing protocols also use a path prediction mechanism and the knowledge
of the road to choose to hand over packets to a vehicle if it is predicted to come
closer to the destination than the vehicle holding the packet. Moreover, GeoSpray
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uses limited replication to explore different paths to the destination. In addition,
LAROD [102] relies on greedy forwarding, and when that is not possible, it waits
until node movement makes continued forwarding possible.
2.6 Simulation Techniques
For accurate evaluation of routing protocols, a real test environment is required.
However, evaluating routing protocols in a real environment is costly, so most
evaluations are performed based on simulated applications. When there is a
need to evaluate a routing protocol in a simulator, it is important that the
simulator is easy to understand and use so that the system environment can be
described accurately. Simulation is a tool used to design a changeable model of
a theoretical networking system to reflect a real system or to work in specific
conditions to evaluate results used for other purposes [103]. To completely analyse
any system, it needs to be simulated [104], to investigate any difficulties that
might occur during implementation that would result in hardship at the analysis
stage. Simulation offers researchers a tool for analysing complex systems through
virtual environments. In this section, we will briefly describe the most well-known
network simulators described in the literature. The present study was conducted
using the NS3 simulator, which will be described later in this section.
2.6.1 Network simulators for MANET-based networks
Recently, various simulators have been developed to analyse routing protocols in
academia and industry. The majority of network simulation tools in the literature
are based on the paradigm of discrete event based simulation [105][106][107]. This
paradigm is based on scheduling an event, such as a node sending a packet to
another node, and sorting the events in a queue, depending on the event execution
time. The simulation tool performs the events from the queue successively. NS2
[108] is one of the approaches applied in the discrete event based simulation
paradigm. At least virtually, it has become a standard for network simulation
[106]. As evidence for this, protocol model is available to the public in the NS2
simulator off-the-shelf, so it does not need to be implemented from scratch. NS2
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has undergone a number of redesigns for improvements and to overcome deficiencies
in performance, which has resulted in the availability of several designs. One of
these is NS3 [109], which focused on design alterations to improve performance
and allow for easy extensibility [110].
Most works appearing in the literature classify the existing simulation models
as open source and commercial simulators and the models are compared to show
the advantages and disadvantages of each one [111][112][113]. An outstanding
example of an open source model, in addition to NS, is OMNeT++ [114] ; the
most well-known example of commercial simulators is OPNET [115].
NS2:
NS2 is one of the most popular simulators in the academic field. It is an extended
version of a network simulator (NS), which is based on REAL network simulator
[116]. It was developed at the University of California-Berkley. NS2 is object-
oriented and uses two programming languages namely C++ and Tcl (Tcl script
language with object-oriented extensions developed at MIT). NS2 is used to
model network architecture or to design new routing protocols and to evaluate
the performance of a network or innovative routing protocols. It takes a long time
to learn and understand the mechanism used by the simulator [111], while it is
easy to modify existing routing, which may take a long time to execute.
NS3:
NS3 is not an updated version of NS2. It is a new, discrete-event simulator. It no
longer uses OTcl and the simulation can be implemented in NS3 using C++ with
an option to use Python if needed. There is a tracing and statistical framework
to enable customisation of output instead of rebuilding the simulation core. The
models used by NS3 are updated and the protocol entities are built to be extremely
close to those of real computers [112]. In addition to it being an open source code,
the use of C++ language was one of the aspects that guided the researchers to
use NS3 as the main simulator in the present work.
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OMNeT++:
OMNeT++ is another discrete-event simulator. Its main application is the
simulation of communication networks. However, its generic features and flexible
architecture enable it to simulate other areas, such as complex IT systems, queuing
networks or hardware architectures. Therefore, it is not a network simulator by
definition when compared to previous simulators [106].
OPNET:
OPNET is an example of a commercial network simulator. It provides high
level, event-based, network level simulation. The GUI and the documentation
in OPNET make it an attractive simulator. It is more costly to purchase the
complete set of OPNET to have more features [117].
2.6.2 Mobility Model
The key component of a simulator is a model describing the node movement
in a topology. MANET research has shown that the node mobility plays an
important role that could affect routing performance [118][119][120]. Because
of the difficulties involved in using a real model to evaluate routing protocols
in MANET, researchers have to use simple synthetic models to describe node
movement. This can be done by generating trace files and having each one
represent one movement in a scenario, such as military deployment. In the end,
we have multiple files that can be used in the statistical model for evaluation.
Mobility models can be divided into two types [121]. The first type of model
reflects how a node moves in the topology, which can be done by observing and
tracing a node’s movement in a real environment. However, a trace model is
costly and not always possible, so it poses a complex and difficult task if it has
not already been created. The second type of model is one that reflects how the
node shell moves and realistically represents the node’s behaviour in the topology.
The difference between the two types is their verification methods; the first one
is verified against the real scenario that it describes, while the second method is
verified against the nodes’ roles in the topology, or in other words, against the
nodes’ achievements [120].
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To create a valid mobility model, we need to know that the application we
intend to simulate exists and that its behaviour is known. If such information
is not available, then the recommended modelling is synthetic modelling [120].
Many synthetic mobility models have been developed that could be used to reflect
a scenario’s behaviour and to evaluate a routing protocol. The most common of
these in the computer network research community are the Random Waypoint
(RWP) and Random Walk (RW) models [119]. Further detail about the mobility
models for MANET research can be found in [122]. Next, we describe the two
synthetic mobility models that have been used in the evaluations in this thesis.
Waypoint-based Mobility Model
Each node determines its velocity and position at a given time. Each node starts
from a defined first waypoint travelling towards a last waypoint, passing defined
waypoints on route. When a node is between two waypoints, it moves with a
constant velocity if it is between waypoint times. Waypoints can be added at any
time, and setting the current position of a node sets its velocity to zero until the
next waypoint time.
Random Walk
Nodes randomly choose their directions and speeds to move from their current
locations to new locations. The speed is defined in the range between the minimum
and maximum speeds. The movement in this model is based on either a constant
time interval or a constant distance travelled. Many derivatives of the Random
Walk Mobility Model have been developed, including the 1D, 2D (as used in this
work) and 3D walks.
2.7 Summary and Discussion
This chapter presented a review of MANETs covering their characteristics, appli-
cations, challenges, and a reference model for MANETs. Specific routing issues
were discussed with more details in Section 2.2 as they are within the general
scope of this research. Routing aspects covered in this section are characteristics,
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issues, requirements, and classification of routing protocols in MANETs including
proactive, reactive, and geographical protocols. A review of state-of-the-art greedy
perimeter stateless routing was also presented in Section 2.3 covering all design
issues and optimisation in this type of routing in MANETs. A novel aspect of this
review is that the optimisation in the GPSR based routing protocols in MANETs
are classified into new two types. This classification is based on analysing the
most significant aspects and properties of greedy perimeter stateless routing in
MANETs. The features and the differences between the proposed routing protocols
were also discussed in this review.
In this chapter, a review of Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networking techniques
was also presented in Section 2.4, which covers the routing algorithms in this
paradigm. The integration between MANET and DTN was furthermore described
in Section 2.5.1 to illustrate that their integration could improve the performance
of the network.
In the next chapter, an experimental study is presented to evaluate the
performances of geographical routing protocols in MANETs. The evaluation is
conducted for three geographical routing protocols, namely GPSR, GPSR-DP,
and GPSR-BZGFS against each other using a real case scenario.
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Chapter 3
Loosely coupled nodes use – case
scenario – path stability issues
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a real-life loosely coupled nodes communication scenario
which, as implemented in NS3, shows that the existing routing algorithms do
not utilise application-related information and this may result in a poor network
performance in some cases. Later in this thesis it is shown how utilising application-
related information could increase path stability for such cases of loosely coupled
nodes and improve network performance.
Wireless Ad-hoc networks, as mentioned in Chapter.2, have special character-
istics such as self-configuration, autonomy, and adaptability, which make them
particularly suited for military applications. Notably, as the bandwidth in such
networks is limited, appropriate multi-hop routing mechanisms can be used to
distribute the work-load through the network.
Most of the current studies on MANET routing are not based on real-life
scenarios and as such do not reflect a realistic environment [21]. Emergency rescue
organisations and military are among the most important applications of mobile
Ad-hoc networks. In such settings there is a possibility of embedding information
that indicates the presence or lack of support for communication between nodes.
To demonstrate how the application information can enable such possibilities,
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we consider the use of a real case study to show how it can affect the routing
performance in wireless Ad-hoc networks.
Overall, this chapter introduces a real-life scenario which reflects the deploy-
ment of military units. In this study, NS3 is utilised to simulate well-known
geographical routing protocols in order to evaluate the network performance for
all deployments in the battlefield.
3.2 Case study of real-life scenario
In this section, we define the military requirements with regards to tactical
networks. Our description focuses on a military battalion and its topology
deployment. We provide a brief overview of the elements of an actual battalion
formation and outline how these are reflected in a parametrised topology scenario.
The concept ‘battlefield numerisation plays a vital role in helping information
control become a dominant player in the armed forces. This concept could apply
to specific architectures, including MANETs, to make them adaptable in different
topologies. Moreover, it adds the capability of determining the presence and the
absence of nodes in the network. However, the determining requirements are
considered fertile area for research [13].
In military operations, due to the inherent nature of radio propagation and
the distance between communicating units, most of the time there is no guarantee
that nodes are at one-hop distance from each other. The multi-hop architecture in
MANETs may effectively be deployed to solve node connectivity problem. Dissem-
inated control and non-centralised functionality are essential in such architecture
for communication to be possible. Using MANETs in a military tactical space
requires knowledge of the deployed military unit type and the communication
needs. Characteristics of these platforms have a significant effect on the design of
the required solution. In any type of military operation, there may be dismounted
soldiers, ground vehicles, and mobile or temporary fixed commands headquar-
ters [46]. In such settings there is also command and control, communication,
computers and intelligence (C4I) and surveillance assets that may be fixed or
mobile.
As shown in Figure 3.1, it becomes relatively more important for units below
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Figure 3.1: The organisation of Army operational units down through divisions,
brigades, battalions and companies
the brigade level of communication to use a MANET because the need of a
network that could work in different situation without any centralisation mode.
This network should not allow contact to be dependent on specific nodes. In
addition, to enhance the network and in order to support network optimisation,
it should not allow any centralisation. Finally,this network should be capable to
work in autonomous environments and in infrastructure-less situations. [13]. The
battalion unit is used in this work as an example of a unit whose organizational
level is just below the brigade echelon.
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3.2.1 Battalion Elements
A military battalion generally consists of three companies, in addition to a
command post company which consists of a military police platoon responsible for
security and a signal platoon for battalion communication [123]. This hierarchy is
the basis upon which battalion elements are set, whether in a field of operations
or during regular training time. Figure 3.2 depicts a typical chain-of-command
structure. Note that a deployed battalion is assigned an Area Of Responsibility
(AOR)[124], as determined by the high command. Each battalion’s AOR covers
a physical area of a certain size depending on the type of military battalion; for
example, an artillery battalion or an armour battalion has larger AOR than an
infantry battalion because they are different types of arming battalions. The
average AOR for an infantry battalion is nearly 20 square kilometres plus an area
of reconnaissance, which is approximately 2 kilometres in front of the AOR. At
the front of a battalion’s AOR, the surveillance and reconnaissance units monitor
the movement of the enemy and provide commanders with up-to-date information,
which can help decision-makers to quickly make changes in the field operation.
In general, we distinguish four types of participants across companies. First, the
commander and his/her staff are responsible for planning, leading and taking ap-
propriate actions when prompted by changes in the situation on the battlefield[125].
Commanders (both company commanders and the battalion commander) reside
in tents and are generally immobile upon deployment as their locations must
be easily discoverable by other elements for orders diversion. Second, there are
officers and soldiers who are responsible for the implementation of the actions
dictated by the commander on the battlefield. Their movements are mission based
so, they could be mobile or immobile. Third, there are guards which are soldiers
tasked with controlling a small area and checking the identity of trespassers. Their
motion is very limited and only within their particular area for the duration
of their guard duty. Finally, there are patrol elements who are on the move
along a predetermined route and tasked with certain duties along their area of
responsibility.
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Figure 3.2: Typical chain-of-command structure in a battalion. Here we consider
commanding officer, guard, patrol and free roaming (soldier) node types. The
latter is not depicted here but is included in all companies.
3.2.2 Battalion topology
In this work, we consider the mobility patterns observed in an infantry battalion
deployment, following the blueprint introduced in Section 3.2.1 as depicted in
the topology shown in Figure 3.3. Such a deployment typically reflects a real-life
scenario from [124] during a military training course.
The size of the deployment area is set to 4500m× 7500m. The battalion has
an orientation, with the forward section (the top area as shown on Figure 3.3)
being the reconnaissance area and the rest its area of responsibility. There are
6 command nodes located at pre-arranged locations. The surveillance [126] and
support company command headquarters (or centres) are located at the rear.
The three main companies (the main fighting elements) have headquarters in
the forward-most location of the area of responsibility. These headquarters are
immobile [127].
There are 12 guard nodes located near the command centers and 6 guard
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nodes at the reconnaissance area. The guard nodes have a linear back and forth
pre-planned path of 600m length with uniformly distributed speed between 2− 4
m/sec, which changes at the edge of the patrol path, i.e. when they change
direction.
There are 3 patrol nodes in the topology which represent vehicle patrols in real-
life deployments. The patrol nodes follow a pre-assigned rectangular path covering
a wide area shown in Figure 3.3 with average speed randomly and uniformly
distributed between 5− 20 km/h that changes every 10 minutes.
Throughout the AOR, there are several free roaming nodes representing soldiers
on various duties. These are randomly placed in the area and move according to
the random waypoint mobility model with no pause time. The number of free
roaming nodes in this work varies from 50− 200 elements (the only parameter in
the battalion topology).
3.3 Performance evaluation of three geograph-
ical routing protocols in a military setting
We conducted simulations using NS3 to evaluate the performance of Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing algorithm(GPSR), Divisional Perimeter (GPSR-DP)
and Buffering Zone Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GPSR-BZGFS), which are
described in Sections 2.3, 2.3.2, 2.3.1 respectively, over the topology described
in Secton 3.2.2. The implementation used for GPSR is derived from the fourth
patch set of GPSR under code review for inclusion in NS3. We created the
GPSR-DP and GPSR-BZGFS implementations from scratch as they were not
publicly available.
3.3.1 Simulation set-up
The node topology mirrors the topology described in Section 3.2.2 and shown in
Figure 3.3. Note that in this topology we assume a flat open area terrain scenario
which does not have any natural or constructed obstacles that may have effects
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Figure 3.3: Battalion topology and mobility patterns. The number of free roaming
nodes (soldiers) is the only parameter in this layout and ranges from 50− 200.
on communication signals. In all simulations, there are 6 fixed nodes representing
the commander nodes, 18 nodes acting as guards and surveillance units and 3
patrol nodes moving according to a predefined patrol path. There are between
50− 200 free moving nodes representing regular soldiers within the AOR. This
range represents the penetration rate of communication technology, i.e. we assume
that only a portion of the elements (soldiers) are equipped with communication
equipment.
In every simulation run, there is a single, perpetual User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) based application running on the battalion commander node (marked Tx
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in Figure 3.3). The simulation considers the following cases:
• A stationary (source and destination) perpetual UDP application running
on the battalion nodes. This case is used to investigate the communication
between the commanders in the AOR area to exchange the orders and any
updated information. We will refer to this as case 1.
• Stationary source and mobile destination perpetual UDP applications run-
ning on the commander nodes. This case is used to investigate the com-
munication between the commanders and nodes that are mobile in the
reconnaissance area to request updated information. We will refer to this as
case 2.
The application sends a single 512-byte packet every second to a commander
node in the area at the front of the battalion (marked Rx in Figure 3.3). This
exchange lasts for 6000 seconds, then the simulation ends. Then, we note the
performance of the routing protocol in terms of the following metrics:
Packets delivery ratio (PDR)
PDR is defined as the ratio of the number of packets received by the destination
against the number of packets sent by the source. PDR is computed as shown in
the Equation 3.1.
PDR =
∑
PRx∑
PTx
× 100% (3.1)
Where:
• PRx: The packets that were successfully received by the destina-
tion node
• PTx: The packets generated by the source node
Delay
This is the time taken for a packet originating from a source to reach its ultimate
destination. For completeness, it should be mentioned that this metric refers to
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physical layer timings (i.e. it does not include MAC-layer processing times). The
timer starts when the packet is transmitted by the transceiver at the source and
only ends when the packet has been successfully received by the transceiver at
the destination. Delay is computed as shown in the equation 3.2.
DT = TR − TS (3.2)
Where:
• DT : The individual time interval that the message travelled from
a sender to its destination
• TR: The time that the destination node receives the message
• TS: The time when the message was originally transmitted to the
network
Number of hops
This term refers to the length of the transmission path that the packet needs to
travel from the source node to the destination node. A greater number of hops
indicates a higher probability of using more forwarding nodes to transmit the
packets from source to destination nodes. The number of hops is computed by
tracing the packet’s ID and counting all nodes that participated in the forwarding
process from the source to the destination nodes.
Packet drop ratio
This term refers to proportional packet drops between communicating nodes.
Packet loss is caused by the lack of communication and long packet size, which
may make the wireless channels busy with a long delay. Packet drop ratio is
computed as shown in the Equation 3.3.
Drop =
∑
PTx−
∑
PRx∑
PTx
× 100% (3.3)
Where:
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• PRx: The packets successfully received by the destination node
• PTx: The packets generated by the source node
The simulation is carried out 15 times for a particular number of free motion
nodes, and the performance with respect to the above metrics is recorded. As
there is sparse network traffic, it is expected that there will be packet loss due to
network segmentation or poor forwarding choices by the routing protocol. The
simulation parameters for the scenario are presented in table 3.1.
Parameter Value
Simulation area 4500m× 7500m
Free mobile nodes 50− 200
Command nodes (static) 6
Patrol nodes (path motion) 3
Guard nodes (path motion) 18
Guard nodes speed 2− 4 m/s
Patrol node speed 5− 20 km/h
Mobility model for free nodes random waypoint
model 2-4 m/sec
Zone buffer size (GPSR-BZGFS) 150m
Packet size 512 bytes
Transmission rate 1 pkt/sec
Simulation runs Each number of nodes run
15 different seed numbers
Simulation time 6000 second
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters
3.3.2 Results and discussion
Packet delivery ratio
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the average packet delivery ratio observed for different
numbers of free roaming nodes. For each observation, we also plot a 95% confidence
interval based on the assumption of normal distribution of the variation observed.
Evidently, as the number of participating nodes increases, more packets are
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Figure 3.4: The average packet delivary ratio in case of station source and
destination nodes.
successfully delivered to their destination for all routing protocols examined. The
increase is explained by the increased connectivity afforded to the network by
the presence of extra nodes. Intuitively, as the number of participating nodes
rises, there is a higher probability of a forwarding node being present between the
source and the destination and a higher probability that a viable route exists at
all.
Notably, GPSR-BZGFS(Buffering Zone Greedy Forwarding Strategy) under-
performs in terms of delivery ratio by up to 11% and 20% compared to vanilla
GPSR and GPSR-DP(Divisional Perimeter) in both cases, respectively. This can
be understood in terms of the more selective forwarding method of the buffering
zone strategy. In its attempt to maintain more stable routes, GPSR-BZGFS
assumes that nodes inside the buffer zone are less likely to be reliable and so does
not re-use them for follow-up transmissions. However, by doing so, in a sparse
network, the algorithm foregoes a valid route choice to try to find an alternative
- which often does not exist. When the number of participating nodes reaches
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Figure 3.5: The average packet delivary ratio in case of a station source node and
a mobile destination.
about 150, in case 1, alternatives do exist and the packet delivery ratio observed
in GPSR-BZGFS reaches a similar level to the other two algorithms. While in
case 2, it remains lower even if the number of nodes becomes 200.
Overall, the observed delivery ratio is quite low for all protocols ranging
from 1.8% − 28% in case 1, and from 17% − 43% in case 2 for plain GPSR
and a very similar observation for GPSR-DP. GPSR-BZGFS shows the lowest
performance among the protocols with 0.3% − 29% and 1% − 35% of average
packet delivery for case1 and case2, respectively. This is attributed to the frequent
network segmentation present due to the large deployment area and relatively
few participating nodes. Moreover, the restriction on the movement of the free
roaming nodes and the patrol nodes in the topology also affect the packet delivery
ratio.
Finally, the routing protocols considered here performed better in case 2
because of the probability that the destination comes within the range of the
forwarding nodes during its movement compared to the fixed location in case 1.
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Figure 3.6: The average delay in case of station source and destination nodes.
GPSR does not include a ‘message retention’ mechanism and relies, like other
general known routing protocols, on packet retransmissions from the application
to ensure delivery. A mechanism for local route repair could prove to be useful in
this instance, although it would have to be adapted for use with a position-based
routing algorithm.
Average end-to-end delay
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the average delay time required by the packets to reach
the destination nodes for each routing protocol during simulations. The 95%
confidence intervals shown are, as before, based on the assumption of normal
distribution of the variation observed. Note that the delay metric does not
consider the case when a route is not discovered and a packet is not delivered;
only successfully delivered packets contribute to the results.
As may be expected, the observed average delay is constant for each protocol as
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Figure 3.7: The average delay in case of a station source node and a mobile
destination node.
the number of free nodes increases. In the case of plain GPSR, it ranges between
31.8ms and 54ms in both cases. In GPSR-DP, it ranges from 32ms−56ms in both
cases. GPSR-BZGFS ranges from 420ms−500ms in all cases. Communication, in
this scenario, occurs only between the two commander nodes which, accounts for
the stability in the delay metric. However, note that there is increased variance
in all protocols, especially in GPSR-BZGFS, as alternative routes through the
perimeter are sought out and sometimes found in the sparser cases. In denser
topologies (such as those with over 100 nodes), there is a more straightforward
route available which is chosen in subsequent transmissions.
The delay observed when buffer zones are employed (GPSR-BZGFS) is sub-
stantially higher by a factor of 8−14 times. The reason, again, lies in the rejection
of nodes within the buffer zone as viable forwarding nodes; instead, alternative
routes are employed which are longer (if at all available). It should be noted here
that a different setting in buffer zone size could yield substantially better results.
However, the discovery of such is left as a prospect for future work.
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Figure 3.8: The average number of hops in case of station source and destination
nodes.
Overall, the delay in all algorithms in case of low density, which represents a
sparse network, is quite low. However, at the same time, the number of packets
that are successfully delivered is also quite low. Intuitively, it is important in
this case to focus on the reasons behind low packet delivery before attempting to
decrease delay.
Number of hops
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 depict the number of hops measured for each routing protocol
during simulations in both cases. Each point also includes a 95% confidence
interval as before. The number of hops in all algorithms is large, between 45 and
53 as minimum hops respectively, and this is explained as follows: Firstly, the area
of the topology is larger in a work context so the network diameter is substantially
larger compared to the smaller scenario areas. Secondly, the recovery method
described in Section 2.3 is applied in this scenario because there is frequently no
shortest path from the source node to the destination node; applying this method
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Figure 3.9: The average number of hops in case of a station source node and a
mobile destination.
increases the number of hops as mentioned in [15]. In our experiments, GPSR and
its variants exhibited the lower number of hops because these routing protocols
drop the packets if a dead end is encountered. The variants that appeared in case
2 are a result of the calculation of the average number of hops that the messages
used to reach the destination node.
The GPSR-BZGFS method had the lowest average number of hops by 45% in
case 1 as shown in Figures 3.8 and 53% in case 2 as shown in Figure 3.9 compared
to the other variants because of the use of a buffering zone to select the forwarding
nodes. GPSR-BZGFS expects nodes inside the buffer zone to be less reliable and,
thus, not reusable for the next hop transmissions.
Following GPSR-BZGFS in terms of the minimum number of hops are GPSR
and GPSR-DP by the nearly similar percentages of 52% and 57% in both cases,
respectively. Using the recovery mode in this case increases the number of hops,
while the number of packets delivered to the destination still remains low, as
shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.10: The average dropped packets in case of station source and destination
node.
Average packet drop ratio
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the average packet drop ratio observed for different
numbers of free roaming nodes. For each situation, we also plot a 95% confidence.
Evidently, as the number of participating nodes increases, fewer packets are
dropped for all routing protocols examined. The decrease is explained by the
increased connectivity afforded to the network by the presence of extra nodes.
Intuitively, as the number of participating nodes rises, there is a higher probability
of a forwarding node being present between the source and the destination and a
higher probability that a viable route exists at all.
As expected, the rate of dropping messages in GPSR-BZGFS is higher than in
other protocols, especially when the number of nodes in the network are few due
to the use of a buffering scheme. It is also clear that an increase in the number of
nodes leads to a decrease in the number of packets dropped, which in turn leads to
an increase in the effectiveness of the network in case of a large number of nodes.
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Figure 3.11: The average dropped packets in case of a station source node and a
mobile destination.
GPSR and GPSR-DP dropped the lowest number of messages in both cases and
are close significantly, the dropped ratio are between 98% and 72% in case 1, as
shown in Figure 3.10, respectively. In case 2, as shown in Figure 3.11, the drop
ratios are between 88% and 60% respectively. In theory, lower drop occurs in
case 2 because the movement of the destination node increases the probability of
having a connection between the nodes to deliver the packets and prove that the
number of the receiving packets in Figure 3.5 is greater than in a fixed location
case, as in Figure 3.4. GPSR-BZGFS had the largest number of packets dropped
in both cases by 99% -70% and 98%- 75%. Finally, it is clear that the military
rules restrict the movement of the nodes and since the underlying protocols have
no information about the special nodes’ path, they do not utilise the nodes based
on their roles in the topology. This is due to the lack of communication between
the nodes in a large geographical area and the restriction of movement in military
applications which causes significant packet loss (approximately 90% as shown in
Figures 3.10 and 3.11), especially in the case of a sparse network.
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3.4 MANET application information
We have introduced a use case scenario of an application running on a real-
life military operation scenario topology based on a potential infantry battalion
deployment in order to examine the network performance of three GPSR-based
routing algorithms. Our results from the investigation indicate that even though
communication between nodes is possible using a position-based routing paradigm,
the overall performance is quite poor with respect to packet delivery ratio, delay,
and drop ratio as well as number of hops if buffer zones are employed.
The analysis of the use-case scenario application that use MANETs as prefer-
able networks for communication between nodes have shown that there is some
built-in information that can support the communication networks. This informa-
tion may include elements in the developed topology such as the communication
message’s generator and the receivers, the node’s deployment location in the
topology, the time that the node is available in the topology, the path(s) that the
nodes should follow during their appearance in the topology and the roles and
duties of nodes. Specifically, knowledge of these roles and duties may help when
forwarding the messages to their final destinations.
3.4.1 Identifying application information for better com-
munication
We will present a general definition of plans that are prepared in advance in some
applications to demonstrate that these plans have useful information to construct
the methods of communication between nodes. We will use the scenario described
in 3.2 to extract this information.
A plan is a prearranged document to explain the procedures during emergency
situations or military operation missions. An emergency evacuation system is an
example of an emergency plan that contains information such as the layout of the
building, the number of rooms and doors and the population in the building [128].
A definition of a military plan is given in [125] as the means by which a
leader views certain desirable outcomes and determines effective ways of achieving
successful results. The final planning product should:
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• Enhance the command task through clear explanation of the commander’s
needs;
• Appoint subordinates’ duties;
• Allocate or reallocate resources;
• Contain a minimum of coordination procedures necessary to synchronise
the process;
• Direct the support work and define the time or conditions for implementation.
It is clear from the above that the number of people and vehicles are equally
as important resources in military planning. The behaviour of these resources
during the implementation of the plan may be used to increase the performance
of routing in MANETs. Moreover, the duties of these resources could be used to
increase the stability of routing in MANETs as described in the following section.
3.4.2 Utilising application information
The military scenario described in Section 3.2.2 shows that there is a predefined
path used to complete the patrolling duty. Each element in the scenario has a
duty that does not affect other roles during a mission. Effective cooperation of
the nodes is necessary for a mission to be adequately completed without having
any known impact on assigned duties. Moreover, there are some rules such as
movement restrictions in the battlefield that cause a regular disruption between
the nodes in the topology. Thus, the nodes in such a large area seem loosely
coupled with each other because of the distance between the elements aiming to
build a network.
We aim to utilise the above information to increase the stability of the routing
process between nodes in the topology. The patrol node, in which a vehicle goes
around the topology for monitoring duties, will be used to carry the messages
from the node that is located in an area with poor or no connectivity options.
Nevertheless, this extra role assigned to a patrol node will not affect the patrol
node’s duty so as not to compromise its operational use. In the process of receiving
messages, the patrol node will continue its duty without the need to move from
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its path to receive the messages. In addition, in the process of sending messages
from the patrol node, the destination node or any other participating node will
not have to move to be in the patrol node transmission range.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has conducted the first performance analysis of three geographical
routing protocols, namely GPSR, GPSR-DP and GPSR-BZGFS, in order to assess
their performance in a military network based on a real-life scenario. The first
part introduced the real case study based on real-life deployment of a military unit.
The second part described the analysis which was conducted through studying
the effects of different network densities in terms of deploying different numbers
of nodes over a large topology area.
The results revealed that, for a given network set up with a given network
density and node mobility, communication between nodes can be achieved in
terms of packets successively delivered. The large area and the node movement
degraded the overall network performance in terms of network packet delivery
ratio and end-to-end packet delay, because the node movement restriction in a
military application caused a regular disconnection in the network. The use of
information derived from the application itself was not utilised well in the existing
routing algorithms, resulting in poor network performance. The military plan has
information that can increase the network performance in terms of raising the
number of packets that were successfully delivered to the final destinations.
In the following chapter, we present a message retention mechanism which
improves message delivery performance for the specific network in a military
scenario. We also investigate local route repair functions in this context by
introducing suitable heuristics to decide when these should be employed. Moreover,
we explore special use of pre-planned patrol node route information to fill gaps in
the communication fabric where possible.
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Chapter 4
Designing a Ferry-Assisted
Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing Protocol
4.1 Introduction
Based on the results presented in Chapter 3, we can conclude that the application
characteristics and nodes behaviours are reasons for the degradation of the routing
performance in MANETs.
In this chapter, a new algorithm is proposed which solves most of problems out
lined above. It aims to increase the packet delivery ratio by using the information
derived from the application to optimise the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
algorithm(GPSR) routing protocol. It works by extending the forwarding process
when a dead-end path is encountered through the use of a patrolling node. This
chapter is organised as follows. First, a brief overview of the ferry scheme is given
in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 provide the design of the new algorithm,
including the description of all functions that support the proposed algorithm.
The evaluation of the proposed work, compared to the other routing algorithms
described in Chapter 3 is conducted in Sections 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Finally, Section
4.9 provides a summary of this chapter.
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4.2 Ferry Scheme
Partitioned networks are a specific area of research on Ad-hoc networks, where
previous studies have proposed solutions to overcome the disconnection problem
in Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTN). One such solution used is a ferry
scheme.
The name “ferry” was inspired by the transport method in which ferries are
used to carry people across valleys or straits. In the ferry technique, a subset of
nodes, which are called ferry nodes, is used to transmit information across the
gap between the disconnected parts of the network segments. However, the nodes
that are not members of the ferry subset are called ordinary nodes. One of the
major challenges in the ferry scheme is to determine the destination of the ferry
nodes where the ferries should modify their paths to move to the node positions
to enhance packet delivery. it is assumed that ordinary nodes in MANET are
stationary or only have restricted mobility [129]. Thus, a ferry node will operate
its route according to the locations of the ordinary nodes. Nonetheless, the mobile
node is a common phenomenon in real-life applications. An updated location is
needed to guide the ordinary nodes and direction of movement. Kuo-Feng et al.
[130] used a central control to define the optimised location of a ferry. However,
the cost of communication is very high. Chia-Ho et al. [131] used the concept of a
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue to store all possible locations of the ferries. The
ferry will then move from one location to another until it finds an empty location
that is not occupied by any other ferry. However, the high number of ferries
required by this scheme negatively affects its performance. Moreover, this scheme
suffers from long delay in packets delivery. Tariq et al. in [69] used the prediction
methods of the location of ordinary nodes. This scheme is not distributed and
not scalable to the increased number of nodes.
Zhao et al [23] proposed a message ferry approach using two methods: Node-
Initiated Message Ferrying (NIMF) and Ferry-Initiated Message Ferrying (FIMF).
The ferry node has a predefined path known by others nodes, so in NIMF, a
node will move to be close to the ferry’s path to transmit or receive data as
shown in Figure 4.1 [23]. In the FIMF approach, the ferry node will broadcast
its location periodically to be used by the nodes if they plan to send or receive a
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message through the ferry. Figure 4.2 [23] shows the process of the FIMF in which
a node sends a service request message to the ferry node via long-range radio.
The message includes node location information. The ferry node will change its
route to be in the range of the requested transmission. When the transmission is
completed, the ferry node will return to its predefined route.
Figure 4.1: An example of Node-Initiated Message Ferrying schem (NIMF). The
ferry moves according to a specific route which is predefined.
Figure 4.2: An example of Ferry-Initiated Message Ferrying (FIMF). The ferry
takes proactive movement, which means it will leave the predefined route, to meet
up with nodes for communication purposes.
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4.3 Ferry-Assisted GPSR
As detailed in Chapter 2, GPSR is a position-based routing algorithm that uses
the position of the source node and destination node to forward packets. Each
node needs to know its own location, and the source node needs to know the
destination node’s location information [3]. The GPSR routing algorithm consists
of two techniques to forward packets, namely Greedy and Perimeter forwarding.
Greedy forwarding is used as the first choice, whereas Perimeter forwarding is
used when a node in Greedy forwarding mode cannot choose a neighbour closer to
the destination than the node itself. Both techniques are used in the prosed novel
algorithm. When a node in Perimeter forwarding (Recovery mode) faces the case
where no nodes in its table list are able to forward a packet either by the Greedy
or Perimeter techniques, it will simply drop it. In the proposed ferry-assisted
GPSR variant (FA-GPSR), the packet is not dropped but is instead forwarded
towards a special patrolling node that takes over the forwarding task. In particular,
patrolling nodes already exist in the military scenario and are used by FA-GPSR
as ferry nodes to fill the gap when there are disconnections between the nodes in
the topology. The FA-GPSR process is illustrated in the following Figure 4.3:
Figure 4.3: Ferry-assisted GPSR concept
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Figure 4.4: Illustration FA-GPSR operation
Specifically, Figure 4.3 shows that when the Perimeter mode fails, the FA-
GPSR algorithm enters a third mode of operation called the Patrol Seeking
Mode in which the node does not drop the packet but instead forwards it to
an appropriate patrol node, which is termed the ferry node. In effect, the patrol
node becomes a new destination, and the original destination is stored in a
special field. The new mode involves two forwarding techniques, namely the
Ferry-Greedy and Ferry-Recovery Forwarding. These mirror the process of the
normal Greedy/Perimeter mode GPSR techniques and are used to forward the
packet to the patrol node. If during this forwarding there is another Perimeter
mode failure, then the packet is discarded.
When the packet reaches the ferry node, it is cached and stored in a queue.
The patrol node moves along its predefined path and reaches a point where it is
closest to the destination. Once this point is reached, the patrol node forwards
the packet directly to the original destination if the destination node is within its
transmission range, as shown in Figure 4.4a. Otherwise, the patrol node forwards
the packet to an intermediate node using the standard GPSR process as shown
in Figure 4.4b. It should be further noted, that a packet may only use the ferry
(patrol) node once; if a Perimeter mode failure occurs subsequently, the packet is
discarded. Such a measure prohibits extensive forwarding loops. The new mode
is described by using the following definitions:
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• R - is the node receiving a packet p for destination D
• N - is the set of one-hop neighbours of R
• n - is a node of the set N that is used to forward the packet
• D - is the destination of the packet
• Pat - is the patrol node that is used to forward the packet
The following pseudocode describes the operation:
Algorithm 4.3.1: FA-GPSR(R,N, n,D, Pat)
if ∃n ∈ N : Distance(n,D) < Distance(R,D)
then

procedure Greedy Forwarding(N,D)
n=MinDistance(N,D)
Forward Packet(p, n)
return
else if R is Local Maximum
comment: use right hand rule
then

procedure Recovery Mode()
if n = RightHandRule(N)
then Forward Packet(p, n)
return
else if N is empty
then

procedure Patrol Seeking Mode()
if can reroute to patrol node(p)
then

Select(Pat)
Forward Packet(p, Pat)
Management Process(p,D)
Forward Packet(p,D)
return
else Drop(p)
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As mentioned previously, the most important new feature is the forwarding
of packets to a patrol node when both traditional GPSR techniques (Greedy
forwarding and Recovery mode) fail.
4.4 Patrol Seeking Mode
The first step in the new mode is to check whether the packet has a header with
the information about the destination location. This check is essential because
the use of destination location is a core functionality in the geographical routing
protocols. If the packets fulfil this condition, then it will change its mode to the
Patrol Seeking Mode and start following the procedures to transmit packet to the
target node or location. Some functions support the work of the new mode. The
following subsection describes all functions in detail in order to present the new
variant process.
4.4.1 Patrol node selection
To avoid increasing the length of the packet’s path to the patrol node, the FA-
GPSR in the beginning allows a node that faces a dead-end to determine the patrol
node that is closest to the destination node. Each node can use the predefined
route information for the patrol nodes and the destination location information
from the packet’s header to detect which patrol node is closest. The assumption in
this algorithm is that the path of the patrol node is a geometric shape composed
of four points defining the beginning and end of each line in this shape and each
line between two points is a segment. The pseudo code in algorithm 4.4.1 shows
the calculation of the distance between a segment and the destination node. It
defines the point in the segment that is the shortest distance to the destination
node.
This is undertaken by testing the angles of intersection between the segment,
defined by P0 and P1, and the destination node D as shown in Figure 4.5.
• The dot product of the segment and the vector from point P0 to the
destination node D is found and reserved in vector A. If the result is less
than or equal to zero then the P0 lies closest to the destination node D as
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D is positioned outside of the segment and the distance is found between
them.
• If the result is greater than zero the dot product of the segment with itself
is found (reserved in vector B) and compared to A to determine if D lies on
the other side of the segment and so is closer to P1.
• If B is less than or equal to A, then point P1 is closer to D as it is positioned
outside of the segment.
• If A is less than B, then the destination node D is between P0 and P1 and
the point of intersection Di is found by starting at P0 and moving along it
in the direction set by the vector of the segment scaled by the ratio of A to
B.
• Finally, the algorithm returns the distance between the destination node
and the point of intersection with the segment.
Figure 4.5: Battalion topology and mobility patterns.
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Algorithm 4.4.1: Calculate distance from point to segment(D,S)
Comment: get the distance and the nearest point from
destination node D to segment S, which starts at point
P0 and ends at point P1.
input: destination node D and segment S
return: location and the distance of nearest point in
segment S to node D
procedure Find Shortest Distance(D,S)
vectorR← P1− P0
vectorX ← D − P0
A← R.X comment: A is a temporary variable
if A ≤ 0
then returndist = Calculate Distance(D,P0)
B ← R.R comment: B is a temporary variable
else
if A ≤ B
then return dist = Calculate Distance(D,P1)

else
C ← A/B comment: C is temporary variable
Di = P0× (C ×R)
return dist = Calculate Distance(D,Di)
return dist
The algorithm 4.4.1, defines the location in each segment, which means that
each patrol path has four locations, and returns these locations and the destination
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between each location and the destination nodes.
This information will be used in the function described in algorithm 4.4.2 to
choose the patrol node that has the shortest distance to the destination node.
In algorithm 4.4.2, we used a mathematical structure to calculate the shortest
distance from the patrol path to the destination node. The algorithm will use the
patrol node path that has the shortest distance, and the function will determine
the position in the chosen path at which the patrol node will transmit the packets.
This position in the patrol path is the closest to the destination, as shown in
algorithm 4.4.2:
• PP - Patrol Node;
• D - Destination Node Position;
• S - Segment (P0,P1);
Algorithm 4.4.2: Choose Patrol Node(D)
d← DefaultDistance
Comment: the assumption is that the default
distance is a large number greater than the length
of the topology
for ∀PP
do for ∀S ∈ PP
do

(Distance, Point)←
Distance From Point To Segment(D,S)
if Distance ≤d
then

d← Distance
MinimumDistance← Distance
ShortestPoint← Point
TargetPatrol← PP
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When the patrol node is detected, the node facing the dead-end will add to
the packet header the IP address for the patrol node chosen. The node then
starts forwarding the packet to the patrol node using the Patrol Seeking Greedy
forwarding method (PS-Greedy). Any intermediate node facing a dead-end with
no access to the patrol node changes the method to Patrol Seeking Recovery
(PS-Recovery) to avoid the dead-end area. The algorithm 4.4.3 describes the
patrol node selection and the forwarding process from the ordinary nodes to the
patrol node.
Algorithm 4.4.3: Send Packet to Patrol(p, Pat)

Choose Patrol Node(D)
p.Header.Destinationnode← Pat(IP )
if ∃n ∈ N : Distance(n, Pat) < Distance(R,Pat)
then

procedure Greedy Forwarding(N,Pat)
n=MinDistance(N,Pat)
Forward Packet(p, Pat)
return
else R is Local Maximum
comment: use right hand rule
procedure Recovery Mode()
if n = RightHandRule(N)
then Forward Packet(p, Pat)
return
4.4.2 Patrol node packet management
If a packet is received by the patrol node, it will then be buffered with the extra
information, such as the point that the patrol node will use to transmit the packet.
However, the patrol node will use the original destination position to identify the
destination node because the packet will have the original destination position as
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shown in algorithm 4.4.4.
Algorithm 4.4.4: Process at Patrol Node(p, Pat)
if p.Hder.Dest.IP = Pat.IP and
pckHdr.Mode = PatrolSeekingMode
then

procedure Patrol Node Buffering(p)
return (TRUE)
else
return (FALSE)
comment: Drop the packet
4.4.3 Packet transmission to destination node
The patrol node continues to operate without being influenced by the process of
receiving the packets because the transmission process to the patrol node does not
require any change in the path or waiting at a certain point for the reception. This
is an important feature of the FA-GPSR protocol, and it differs substantially from
previous uses of the ferry scheme [23]. Moreover, the transmission and receiving
process do not require a prioritising comparison between reception or transmission
and duty.
The patrol node needs to make sure that the message is received at the correct
address by comparing the IP address in the message with its local address. When
they are identical, the patrol continues to carry out its pre-scheduled duty. The
message contains extra information, as explained previously in subsection 4.4.1,
and specifically the location that the patrol node will start to transmit when it
reaches this point because it is the closest location to the destination node in the
patrol path. The message can be transmitted directly to the destination node if it
is in the patrol node transmission range or through an intermediate node if it is
closer to the destination node than the patrol node.
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4.5 Simulation Scenario
This section presents the performance evaluation of the new proposed protocol
using the same simulation model and parameters outlined in Section 3.3. The
performance metrics used to conduct the performance evaluation include the
packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay and number of hops. These metrics have
been defined in Section 3.3.
The results are compared against Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing al-
gorithm(GPSR), Divisional Perimeter (GPSR-DP) and Buffering Zone Greedy
Forwarding Strategy (GPSR-BZGFS), which have been described in Section 2.3.
The simulation scenarios consist of three different settings, each of which is specif-
ically designed to assess the impact of a particular network operating condition
on the performance of the protocols. First, the effects of various loads of packets
generated by different numbers of source and destination nodes at fixed locations
are evaluated. The second simulation scenario investigates the same effects but
the source and the destination nodes are mobile nodes. The third simulation
scenario investigates the same effects, but the source nodes are station and the
destination nodes are mobile, as illustrated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Simulation scenarios
Simulation scenario Number of source Packets load size Value
and destination
Low load packet 1p/s
Inter Commanders 1-6
Medium load packet 5 p/s
High load packet 10 p/s
Low load packet 1p/s
Inter Elements 10-15
Medium load packet 5 p/s
High load packet 10 p/s
Low load packet 1p/s
Mixed elements 1-5
The communication among the commanders on the battlefield is an important
issue because if this communication path is stabilised, it leads to an increase
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in the number of successfully received packets. Moreover, the communication
between the commanders and other active elements on the battlefield is important
such as the surveillance team that needs to update the commanders with recent
information. In addition, the commanders sometimes need to communicate with
highly mobile elements in the field.
The performance of the communication among the commanders and between
the commanders and the soldiers are evaluated using the four protocols. As shown
in Table 4.1, the packet load is divided into three types in order to evaluate the
performance of the network in different situations. First, we set a low packet load
in which only one packet in a second is generated by each source node. Second,
medium packet load is set to five (5) packets per second generated by each source
node. Finally, high packet load is set to ten (10) packets per second generated
by each source node. For each simulation trial, the source and destination nodes
are selected based on the distance between them, which is the farthest distance
between any two nodes on the battlefield. The number of source and destination
nodes is between 1-15, as shown in Table 4.1. The simulation scenarios in Table
4.1, will be used for investigate the impact of the following:
• Inter commanders to investigate the impact of communication between
station nodes
• Inter elements to investigate the impact of communication among mobile
nodes
• Mixed elements to investigate the impact of communication between
station and mobile nodes
The next sections will present and discuses the results for each impact.
4.6 The Impact of Communication between Sta-
tionary Nodes
Communication between the Battalion commander and officers in the battlefield
is essential to receive commands and operation orders during the mission. As
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stated in Section 3.2.1 they are immobile elements so, in this section the thesis
will investigate the network performance in the situation that the source and
destination nodes locations are fixed.
4.6.1 Packet delivery ratio
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Figure 4.6: Average low load packet delivery ratio using different numbers of
source and destination nodes 1
A) In the case of low load packets, Figure 4.6 shows examples of the average
packet delivery ratio observed for different numbers of free roaming nodes. For
each observation, we also plot a 95% confidence interval. The results show that
as the number of participating nodes increases, more packets are successfully
delivered to their destination in all routing protocols examined.
In all cases the proposed algorithm FA-GPSR outperforms the other variants
in all numbers of free motion nodes. When the number of nodes in the network is
between 50 and 100, which represents a sparse network in the topology, GPSR
and its variants do not successfully deliver many packets because of connectivity
failures; often a route between the source and the destination does not exist.
1This group of figures just shows an example where the number of source and destination
nodes changes. Figures are shown in Appendix A.1.
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FA-GPSR delivered 18%− 60% of the packets to the destination node. The
use of ferry nodes in this case increases the delivery ratio from 1% to more than
10%, in 50 nodes, without affecting the duty of the patrol nodes (ferries) and the
activities of the soldiers who participate in the packet forwarding process. The
confidence interval values show that the worst case performance of the FA-GPSR
algorithm is better than the best case performance of GPSR and its variants. The
difference in the number of packets successfully delivered to the destination node
by FA-GPSR compared to the existing algorithms rises from 70 nodes onwards.
In the proposed algorithm, the delivery ratio of the packets stabilises between
150−200 nodes, as is the case for GPSR and GPSR-DP, while GPSR-BZFS shows
a linear increase.
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Figure 4.7: Average medium load packet delivery ratio using different number of
source and destination nodes 2
It can be noted that increasing the number of source and destination nodes
does not affect the performance of the proposed algorithm; FA-GPSR maintains
this advantage against the existing algorithms in all cases. In the case of using five
sources instead of one, the packet delivery ratio increased in FA-GPSR by 15% –
40% when the number of nodes increased from 50 to 200 nodes, respectively.
2This group of figures shows an example where the numbers of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendix B.1.
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B) The medium load of packets (Figure 4.7) show some examples of the
average packet ratio when medium loads of packets are used (full figures available
in appendix B.1). These examples are considered turning points in the effectiveness
of the routing performance, compared to other graphs shown in appendix A.2. In
this type of experiment, the number of free roaming nodes starts at 50 nodes and
increases incrementally by 25 (instead of by 5 as in the previous experiments) in
order to minimise the noise while the graphs are plotted.
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Figure 4.8: Average high load packet delivery ratio using different numbers of
source and destination nodes 3
FA-GPSR continues to outperform the other routing algorithms, and the packet
delivery ratio increases when the number of free movement nodes is increased.
When one source and 50 free-roaming nodes are used, the packet delivery ratio in
FA-GPSR is higher by 20%, compared to 15% when five sources are used. While
the number of nodes increases, the packet delivery ratio increases until the number
of nodes is 150. The ratio is relatively stable until the number of nodes reaches
200 because of the presence of enough number of nodes in the topology to deliver
packets to their final destinations.
The packet delivery ratios in GPSR and GPSR-DP start from less than 15%
3This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendix C.1.
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when one source node is used. While the number of free roaming nodes becomes
125, the packet delivery ratios in the two algorithms stabilise around 20% in the
case of using one source node. GPSR-BZGFS shows the lower packet delivery ratio
by nearly 1% in the cases of low density nodes, which represent a sparse network.
Then it starts increasing when the number of nodes is increased. GPSR-BZGFS
shows a linear increase, whereas the number of nodes is increased.
Figure 4.8 shows examples taken from appendix C.1 for the results of examining
high load packets when the number of sources is changed. The use of one source
load remains the performance equivalent to the cases of low and medium load
packets, as explained above. Increasing the number of source nodes to five affects
negatively to the proposed algorithm by declining the average ratio by nearly
50% comparing to the uses of one source node. This is because of the presence
of a large number of packets and the patrol node starting its duty resulting in a
continual change in the location. Moreover, packets generated when more than
one source is used will affect the buffer queue in the forwarding node(s). This
will result in the need to drop many packets in order to insert the newly arrived
packets.
However, FA-GPSR still outperforms the other routing algorithms. GPSR-
BZGFS does not exceed 20% when there are 200 free roaming nodes and 0% in
50 free roaming nodes. GPSR and GPSR-DP did not go beyond 10% in the high
density network and they are nearly 1% when 50 free roaming nodes are used.
4.6.2 Average end-to-end delay
Delay refers to the time needed for the packets to traverse the network to be
successfully received at the destination. This is the time from the generation
of the packet by the sender to the time the packets are received at the final
destination. It subsequently includes all delays in the network such as buffering
queues, transmission time and MAC control activity. The 95% confidence intervals
shown are based on the assumption that the variation observed is normally
distributed. Note that the delay metric does not consider the case when a route
is not discovered and a packet is not delivered; only successfully delivered packets
contribute to the results.
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Figure 4.9: Average low load packet end-to-end delay using a single number of
source and destination nodes
A) Figure 4.9 shows the end-to-end delay from the source to the destination
node. Using one source node, FA-GPSR needs more time to deliver the packets
to the final destination when there are 50 free roaming nodes. The time required
is 50 seconds, compared to less than 0.1 seconds required by the default GPSR
and GPSR-DP as shown in Figure 4.9b. The FA-GPSR delay starts decreasing
when the number of free roaming nodes is increased. By using 150 free movement
nodes, the FA-GPSR delay becomes similar to that of GPSR-BZGFS, as shown
in Figure 4.9a. The highest delay occurs when FA-GPSR is used because of the
long path that the patrol node follows to complete its duty. However, this delay
will be accepted, especially in the case of a sparse network, such as when 50 free
roaming nodes are used the packet delivery ratio in this case is higher than the
others as shown in Figure 4.6a.
Figures 4.10 shows that the increase in the number of source nodes results in a
decrease in the delay when the FA-GPSR algorithm is used. When 5 source nodes
and 50 free roaming nodes are used, the average delay is 8.5 seconds. In contrast,
in the other protocols increasing the number of source nodes has led to increased
delay at a rate of 0.5 seconds. In addition, GPSR’s and its variants’ delay remain
stable when the number of free roaming nodes increases, whereas FA-GPSR shows
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Figure 4.10: Average low load packet end-to-end delay using two and five source
and destination nodes
some decreases in the delay. This decrease occurs because the increase in the
number of free roaming nodes increases the probability of communication to the
patrol node. This conclusion is supported by the increase in the packet delivery
ratios shown in Figure 4.7b.
B) The number of packets is increased to 5 packets/second in order to evaluate
the performance of routing algorithms in a medium load of packets. Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.11: Average medium load packet end-to-end delay using a single and
multiple number of source and destination nodes
shows the results of using one and five source nodes. The proposed algorithm has
the greatest delay compared to GPSR and its variants, as packets are buffered for
long periods, which is the case because the patrol node follows a pre-defined path
at low speed to complete its duty. The algorithms GPSR and GPSR-DP have the
lowest delay, which are almost equivalent to 0.04 seconds. Their delay decrease
when the number of nodes increases to stability to 0.02 seconds. GPSR-BZGFS
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follows the previous two with a constant time less than 0.5 seconds. The figure
also shows that FA-GPSR has a low delay compared with the case of using low
load packets as shown in Figure 4.9a. This is because of the use of the patrol
nodes, which have the ability to buffer more packets to be delivered to the final
destination. When there are 100 nodes in the topology, the delay of FA-GPSR is
similar to that of GPSR-BZGFS - nearly 0.5 seconds. This time is increased when
the number of free roaming nodes increases to 125 because the deployment of the
nodes in the simulator is randomised. It may be that during transmission, no
nodes are close enough to the forwarding node to participate in the transmission
procedure.
When five sources are used, the delay is more stable than when one source
is used, as shown in Figure 4.11c. The delay decreases by less than one second
when there are 75 free roaming nodes in the topology. It becomes stable when
the number of nodes is increased. Default GPSR and GPSR-DP slightly increase
when there are more than 150 nodes because of the use of recovery mode, as
shown in Figure 4.11d. GPSR-BZZGFS is more stable than the others by less
than 0.5 seconds, as shown in Figure 4.11c
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Figure 4.12: Average delay using different number of source and destination nodes
4
C) The number of packets generated by the source nodes is increased to 10 in
order to evaluate the performance of the routing algorithms in heavy load network.
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As shown in Figure 4.12, FA-GPSR delay is decreased, compared to the low and
medium load of packets. This is an indication that FA-GPSR works better in
heavy load networks. The delay is limited between 0.5 seconds and 0.3 seconds.
The default GPSR and GPSR-DP remain the best routing algorithms in terms of
delay. However, this low delay is just one aspect of performance and taking into
consideration the packets delivery ratio compared to FA-GPSR, they deliver less
than 1% when 50 free roaming nodes are used in the topology while FA-GPSR
achieves more than 15%, as shown in Figure 4.8.
4.6.3 Number of hops
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Figure 4.13: Average medium load packet end-to-end delay using single number
of source and destination nodes5
Figure 4.13 shows the number of hops measured for each routing protocol
during simulations in the case of one and two sources. The 95% confidence
intervals shown are, as before, based on the assumption of normal distribution of
the variation observed. The number of hops in all algorithms is large and this
is explained as follows: Firstly, the area of the topology is large so the network
diameter is substantially larger compared to the smaller scenario areas. Secondly,
the recovery method is applied in this scenario because there is frequently no
shortest path from the source node to the destination node; applying this method
4This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendix C.2.
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increases the number of hops as mentioned in [15]. In our experiments, GPSR
and its variants exhibited the lower number of hops compared to the proposed
algorithm because the use of the ferry node in FA-GPSR keeps the packets from
being dropped if a dead end is encountered.
The GPSR-BZGFS method has the lowest average number of hops in the range
of 46% – 51% compared to the other variants because of the use of buffering zone
to select the forwarding nodes. GPSR-BZGFS expects that nodes inside the buffer
zone are less reliable and so does not re-use them for next hop transmissions.
GPSR and GPSR-DP are second in terms of minimum number of hops by the
nearly similar percentage of 52%. Using the recovery mode in this case increases
the number of hops while, as mentioned above, the number of packets delivered
to the destination still remains low.
The FA-GPSR algorithm exhibits the highest number of hops by 57%. This is
explained by the additional hops required to reach a ferry node and the subsequent
retransmission from the ferry node to reach the destination. Although the number
of hops observed is the highest, it is useful to recall that the side-effect is, as shown
above, that the highest packet delivery ratio of all the algorithms is observed.
4.7 The Impact of Communication among Mo-
bile Nodes
Normally, some soldiers in high ranks have the authority to communicate with
other soldiers to coordinate the work and gather the information to deliver to the
commanders. In addition, such soldiers are mobile elements that communicate
with mobile soldiers in the battlefield.
4.7.1 Packet delivery ratio
5This group of figures shows an example where one source node used and packet load changes.
The full figures are in Appendices A.3, B.3 and C.3.
6This group of figures shows an example where the numbers of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 4.14: Average low load packet delivery ratio using different number of
source and destination nodes 6
Figures 4.14a and 4.14b show the packet delivery ratios in low packet loads. For
each observation, we also plot a 95% confidence interval. The results show that
as the number of participating nodes increases, more packets are successfully
delivered to their destination in all routing protocols examined. When there are
10 or fewer sources, the packet delivery ratios are more than 40%. Increasing the
number of sources to more than 10 will degrade this ratio by 10%-15% in nearly
all cases.
However, the increase in the number of source nodes shows that the GPSR-
BZGFS algorithm performs well, outperforming the default GPSR and GPSR-DP
algorithms. When the number of source nodes is more than three and there
are almost 100 free roaming nodes, the GPSR-BZGFS buffering strategy works
effectively to ensure that communications to the destination node(s) are stable.
In the case of raising the number of sources to nine or more and there is
a medium packet loads, as shown in Figure 4.15, GPSR-BZGFS outperforms
the other algorithms. In this example the number of free roaming nodes is 175
compared with FA-GPSR and 125 compared to GPSR and GPSR-DP. This
7This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendix B.1.
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Figure 4.15: Average medium load packet delivery ratio using different number of
source and destination nodes 7
superior performance is due to the use of a buffering zone, which ensures that the
forwarding nodes communicate with the next hop node. However, this technique
succeeds only when there is a high number of nodes in the topology. It will not
work well in sparse networks because of the low number of nodes in a large area.
In addition, FA-GPSR remain perform better in sparse network by nearly 5% in
case of using 50 nodes in the topology.
In the scenario of using high packet load and 9 source nodes, FA-GPSR is
still better than others by 4% in the case of 50 free movement nodes used in the
topology. The packet delivery ratio is dramatically increased to 20% when the
number of free roaming nodes is 200.
GPSR and its variants exhibit very low performance especially in the case
of having 50 free roaming nodes where the delivery ratio noted is 0% and only
increase slightly as the number of free roaming nodes increased. Using 150 nodes,
the packets delivery ratios for GPSR and its variants are nearly similar by 15%
packets successively delivered to their destinations. However, GPSR-BZGFS
packet delivery ratio continues raising to almost 19% when there are 200 free
8This group of figures shows an example where the numbers of source and destination nodes
change. The figures are shown in Appendix C.1.
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Figure 4.16: Average high load packet delivery ratio using different number of
source and destination nodes 8
roaming nodes because the buffering strategy was used, which helped the algorithm
to communicate with the next hop node.
When the number of sources is above 9 with low density of free roaming nodes,
FA-GPSR performs better than GPSR and its variants until the number of free
movement nodes increases to 190 then GPSR-BZGFS outperform all algorithms.
Nonetheless, this relative superiority does not reduce the effectiveness of FA-GPSR,
which is characterised by when the number of nodes has lower density in a large
area.
4.7.2 Average end-to-end delay
Figure 4.17 is an example taken from appendix B.2 showing that the increase
in the number of sources with low load packets positively affects the delay in
FA-GPSR. The 95% confidence intervals shown are based on the assumption that
the variations observed are normally distributed. Note that the delay metric
does not consider the case when a route is not discovered and a packet is not
9This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
are changes. The figures are shown in Appendix A.2.
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Figure 4.17: Average low load packet end-to-end delay using 6 and 15 source and
destination nodes 9
delivered; only successfully delivered packets contribute to the results. The delay
start stabilising around one second when the number of nodes reaches 75. On the
contrary, the delay of GPRS and GPSR-DP slightly increase when the number of
free roaming nodes increases. This increase occurs because the forwarding node(s)
made increasing use of the recovery mode, which increased the time in GPSR and
GPSR-DP. However, GPSR-BZGFS shows a minor decrease in the delay because
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buffering zones were used, which were affected by the increase in the number of
free roaming nodes.
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Figure 4.18: Average medium load packet end-to-end delay using a single number
of source and destination nodes10
Regarding the use of medium load packets, Figure 4.18 shows that the delay is
stable and almost identical for all algorithms. FA-GPSR shows some improvement
10This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendix B.2.
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in minimising the delay when there are only 50 nodes with five and nine sources,
by 1.7 and 1 seconds, respectively. This is because the patrol node can buffer
more packets and deliver them successfully to the final destinations. However,
in compensation there is an increased ratio of successful packet delivery in the
proposed algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.19: Average delay using different numbers of source and destination
nodes 11
However, as shown in Figure 4.19 when 11 source nodes or more are used with
high packet loads, FA-GPSR is similar to the vanilla GPSR and GPSR-DP and
lower than GPSR-BZGFS, especially when there are 50 free movement nodes in
the topology. Taking into account the average packet delivery ratios of FA-GPSR
and the other routing algorithms investigated in this thesis, the metric of the
packet delivery ratio of FA-GPSR clearly outperforms those of the other routing
algorithms.
4.7.3 Number of hops
Figure 4.20 shows the number of hops measured for each routing protocol during
simulations of 15 sources. The 95% confidence intervals shown are based on the
assumption that the variations observed are normally distributed. The number of
11This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
changes to examine the delay of high packets load. The figures are shown in Appendix C.2.
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Figure 4.20: Average medium load packet number of hops using single number of
source and destination nodes12
hops in all algorithms is large for the following reasons: First, the impact of the
topology area was explained previously in subsection 4.6.3.
Second, the recovery method used resulted in increase in the number of hops
[15]. In our experiments, GPSR and its variants exhibited a lower number of hops
compared to the proposed algorithm because the ferry node used in FA-GPSR
keeps the packets from being dropped if a dead end is encountered.
The GPSR-BZGFS method resulted in the lowest average number of hops,
between 43% and 47% in all packets load cases, compared to the other variants,
because a buffering zone was used to select the forwarding nodes. GPSR-BZGFS
expects the nodes inside the buffer zone are less reliable and therefore does not
re-use them in the next hop transmissions.
GPSR and GPSR-DP are second in terms of the minimum number of hops
with nearly equal percentages of 50% and 52%. The use of the recovery mode in
this case increases the number of hops. However, the number of packets delivered
to the destination still remains low.
The proposed FA-GPSR algorithm exhibits the highest number of hops by
57%. This is explained by the use of the ferry node, adding more hops and the
subsequent retransmission from the ferry node to reach the destination.
12This group of figures shows an example where the number of source and destination nodes
changes. The figures are shown in Appendices A.3, B.3 and C.3.
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4.8 The Impact of Communication between Sta-
tion and Mobile Nodes
Communication between officers and soldiers is crucial for the transmission of
orders, information about special operations, or intelligence. Therefore, stable
communication is an issue in the ability to increase the number of packets.
Some experiments are conducted to evaluate the GPSR and its variants and
the proposed algorithm in the case of communication between fixed location nodes
and mobile nodes. The number of free roaming nodes in the topology begins at
50 and increases in increments of five nodes in each experiment, following the
simulation parameters explained in Table 4.1.
4.8.1 Packet delivery ratio
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Figure 4.21: Average packets ratio in the communication between fixed node(s)
and mobile destination node(s)
Figure 4.21a shows the average packet delivery ratio when one fixed location
source node is used. The 95% confidence intervals shown are based on the assump-
tion of normal distribution of the variation observed. FA-GPSR outperforms from
15% to more than 40%, compared with 1% to 28% for the other protocols. The
mobility of the destination node affects FA-GPSR in terms of the packet delivery
ratios and minimises the ratios when there are 200 free roaming nodes from nearly
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60%, as shown in Figure 4.6a to nearly 40%, as shown in Figure 4.21a. Figures
4.21b and 4.21c show that the number of sources is changed to three and five,
respectively. There are no changes compared with one source, except in the case
of five sources, where GPSR and its variants performed better than in the cases
of the station source and the destination nodes, as shown in 4.6b.
GPSR and its variants are not affected by the changes in the destination
mobility because the changes in the destination location are updated in the packet
header, in contrast to FA-GPSR in which the packets hide the origin destination
information. Moreover, FA-GPSR uses the patrol node address if a dead-end is
encountered during the recovery period.
4.8.2 Average end-to-end delay
Figure 4.22 shows the delay for all algorithms when the fixed location node and
mobile destination node are used. The 95% confidence intervals shown are based
on the assumption that the variations observed are normally distributed. While
the number of source nodes increases, FA-GPSR remains the protocol needs
more time then followed by GPSR-BZGFS, GPSR and GPSR-DP. Increasing the
number of free roaming nodes minimises the delay of FA-GPSR. For example, by
using one source node and 185 free roaming nodes, it needs the same amount of
time as GPSR and GPSR-DP by 0.05 seconds. This applies to the use of three or
five sources. Increasing the number of free roaming nodes enhances the probability
of communication between the forwarding nodes and the patrol node (ferry).
In GPSR and its variables, when the number of source nodes is increased,
the delay increases. Moreover GPSR and GPSR-DP are quite similar in term of
end-to-end delay needed. For example, the use of one source node GPSR-BZGFS
needs 0.5 seconds; GPSR and GPSR-DP require 0.05 seconds. When five sources
are used, they required 0.6 and 0.1 seconds, respectively.
4.8.3 Number of hops
Figure 4.23 shows the number of hops measured for each routing protocol during
the simulations of single and multiple sources. The 95% confidence intervals shown
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Figure 4.22: Average delay in the communication between fixed node(s) and
mobile destination node(s)
are based on the assumption that the variations observed are normally distributed.
The number of hops in all algorithms is large, which was explained previously.
Packets using FA-GPSR and one source node need 58 hops to reach the final
destination. The increase in the number of free roaming nodes did not affect the
number of hops, as shown in Figure 4.23a. Figures 4.23b and 4.23c show that
FA-GPSR improved slightly in terms of minimising the number of hops to 56
because the patrol node seems close to the forwarding nodes in such scenarios.
The GPSR-BZGFS method has the lowest number of hops (at 53), compared
to other variants because the buffering zone was used, as explained previously.
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Figure 4.23: Average number of hops in the communication between fixed node(s)
and mobile destination node(s)
GPSR-BZGFS expects that the nodes inside the buffer zone are not trustworthy,
so it will not use them in the next hop transmission.
GPSR and GPSR-DP are second in terms of the minimum number of hops by
similar hops 55. The use of the recovery mode negatively affected all algorithms
by increasing the number of hops, which was caused by the large area of topology.
The nodes deployment in such large area suffers from the regular disconnection.
Compared to the other simulation scenarios explained above, in this scenario the
mobility of the destination node does not affect the number of hops.
4.9 Summary
This chapter proposes a novel routing algorithm which demonstrate the benefits
of extracting information from the application to support communication between
the nodes in the topology. In addition, this approach highlighting the advantages
and disadvantages to the efficiency and reliability of communication in open large
area environment. A simulation model of the proposed algorithm has been built
and its features demonstrated through simulation runs.
The experiments, performed using different parameters for the protocols,
show that existing protocol performance depends on the characteristics area of
interest and in most cases is better than the similar algorithms. The protocol
proposed by Karp et al. [15] (GPSR) works well in the open areas and increases
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communication between nodes, resulting in improvements in communication
performance. Furthermore, the optimisation done by Guoming et al. and Wei et
al. in [5] and [4], respectively to the default GPSR to improve the shortcomings
of the Recovery and Greedy modes in MANET, by using the left-hand rule and
the buffering strategy, respectively. Thus, the comparison of FA-GPSR to these
algorithms supports the decision that FA-GPSR is suitable for use in large open
areas with the effect of node density and packet load.
The metric packet delivery ratio was used in the evaluation of efficiency. The
communication between nodes in the topology shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8
show that FA-GPSR outperforms the other routings in terms of packet delivery
ratio, especially in sparse networks, where the density of nodes is low. The mobility
of the destination nodes affected the packets delivery ratio by decreasing the ratio,
compared to other cases because of the changes in the location and node velocity.
By increasing the number of packets and source nodes, FA-GPSR outperformed
the other algorithms because of the efficient use of the patrol node (ferry).
The long delay in the FA-GPSR algorithm was minimised by increasing the
number of source nodes. The number of hops in all algorithms is large for the
following reasons: First, because the area of the topology is large, the diameter of
the network is substantially larger than the diameters of smaller areas. Second,
the recovery method is applied in this scenario because frequently there is no
shortest path from the source node; therefore, the application of this method
increased the number of hops [15]. In our experiments, GPSR and its variants
exhibited a lower number of hops, compared to the proposed algorithm because
the use of the ferry node in FA-GPSR keeps the packets from being dropped if a
dead end is encountered.
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Chapter 5
The effects of network
parameters on FA-GPSR
5.1 Introduction
Utilisation of multiple ferries in the topology could be vital as, a rule to increase
network performance and robustness. Zhao et al. [132] refer to the following
reasons for this need. First, the movement capability and topology are affected by
the capacity of one ferry. Second, single ferry is a bottleneck issue, especially in
case of failures or attacks. The main role of the ferry in the Zhao et al. algorithm
[132] is to connect the areas and deliver the packets, so any failure will affect
the network performance. Because of this, Zhao et al. focused on designing the
path(s) of the ferries in the topology.
The use of the ferry approach in Ferry Assisted-Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing algorithm(FA-GPSR), however, is different from the approach used by
Zhao et al. [132]. The ferry in FA-GPSR is not only a node connecting the
disconnected nodes in the topology, but also does main duty as a normal unit
in the topology. It connects a function carried out in order to cooperate with
other nodes in delivering services and supporting communication stability. The
ferry node has a major duty in the battlefield, so any failures will result in the
replacement of the vehicle because failure does not affect the ferry in FA-GPSR.
Moreover, the ferry path in FA-GPSR is based on a military plan, so FA-GPSR
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does not force the ferry to follow a specific path(s) or consider designing a special
path(s) for the ferry. As FA-GPSR utilises the information delivered from the
application, all communications based on that information and FA-GPSR will not
force nodes to do certain works that support the communication.
Alternatively, using multiple ferries may enhance the algorithm’s performance,
if it is controlled well to avoid the loop problem and minimise the delay time.
This chapter will investigate the impact of using single or multiple ferries in the
proposed algorithm (FA-GPSR) in terms of packet delivery ratio, delay time and
number of hops.
5.2 Controlling the use of ferry node
When facing a dead-end problem, FA-GPSR considers different modes for delivering
messages to the final destination node(s). FA-GPSR has four ways to transmit
a packet to the next hop. The first two strategies, Greedy and Recovery, are
inherited from the default Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing algorithm (GPSR)
[15]. The other two are newly developed in FA-GPSR and are named Patrol
Seeking Greedy (PSG) and Patrol Seeking Recovery (PSR). FA-GPSR modified
the packet header to accept the four strategies. Number 1 refers to Greedy mode,
2 refers to Perimeter mode (recovery), 3 is PSG mode and 4 is PSR mode.
A node facing a dead end in perimeter mode will change the mode to PSG by
changing the mode field in the packet header to number 3, and start forwarding
the packet to the patrol node (ferry). If there is another dead end, the forwarding
node will change the mode to PSR by changing the mode number to 4. When
the patrol node receives a packet, it will continue to work as normal until it
reaches the shortest point to the destination node in its path. At this point, the
patrol node will start transmitting the packet to the destination node if it is in its
transmission range, or to a neighbour that is nearer to the destination node than
the patrol node.
FA-GPSR does not allow any exchanging packet between the patrol nodes to
avoid either Lost Link (LLNK) or loop in packet delivery (LOOP) problems [133].
Node mobility is the reason behind the LLNK problem, which is related to the
link connection with neighbouring nodes, and the LOOP issue,which is identified
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with the erroneous location of the destination node(s). Patrol node will check the
mode field in the packet header if it is 3 or 4 then the packet will be discarded.
In the next sections, the performance of FA-GPSR using one and multiple
ferries is evaluated. The goal is to investigate the impact of using single or multiple
ferries on the delay time, not the packet delivery ratio. Using multiple ferries in
the topology means that the forwarding node faces a dead end, and the packet
received in the following perimeter mode has the chance to choose from multiple
ferries in the topology. In theory, that will minimise the time as the number of
ferries increases. Using one ferry means that only one ferry travels around the
whole topology. Using two ferries mean each ferry covers half of the topology and
using three ferries means each ferry covers one-third of the topology.
5.3 The impact of changing the destination node
location
This section describes the scenarios used to evaluate FA-GPSR routing in cases of
single and multiple ferries. Moreover, the results are discussed in this section to
show the effect of increasing the number of patrol nodes.
5.3.1 Simulator Scenarios
Experiments are conducted to evaluate the effect of using single or multiple patrol
node(s) in the topology of the proposed routing algorithm.
5.3.1.1 Scenario 1
Figure 5.1 shows that the source node (0) is located in the rear of the topology,
and that the destination node (3) is located in the top right corner of the topology.
The source node sends one packet per second to the destination node. This set of
experiments is divided into three types: first, one patrol node in the topology and
the source and destination nodes defined as in Figure 5.1a; second, increasing the
patrol nodes in the topology and dividing the area into two parts with each patrol
node covering one part with the same source and destination nodes as shown in
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(a) Using one patrol node (b) Using two patrol node (c) Using three patrol node
Figure 5.1: The sceinario of using single and multiple ferries
Figure 5.1b; and third, three patrol nodes, each one covering nearly one-third of
the area as shown in Figure 5.1c.
The destination node is changed in the next set of experiments as follows: first,
node (4) is the next destination. The number of patrol nodes increases as the
previous experiments shown in Figures 5.1a, 5.1b and 5.1c. Second, node (5) is
used as the destination node and patrol nodes increases in the topology as shown
in Figures 5.1a, 5.1b and 5.1c.
The simulation parameters used are explained in Table 3.1 except for changing
the time of the simulator to 11000 seconds because this set of experiments assumed
that one patrol node needs that amount of time to complete one trip around
the whole topology. The number of free roaming nodes starts at 50 increases by
increments of 5 to 100 nodes because the focus of this chapter is to evaluate the
proposed routing algorithm in sparse networks.
5.3.1.2 Scenario 2
In this set of experiments, the scenario follows method described in section 4.6.
For each simulation trial, the source and destination nodes were selected on the
basis of the distance between them, which is the farthest distance between any two
nodes on the battlefield. The number of source and destination nodes is between
1-5.
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5.3.2 Results and Discussion for Scenario 1
This subsection will present and discuss the results of the impact of change the
number of patrol nodes in the cases of changing the location of the destination
node and using the same source node. These cases to examine the effect of the
destination node locations change and who this related to the usage of one or
more ferries.
5.3.2.1 End-to-End Delay
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Figure 5.2: Average end-to-end delay using single and multiple ferries. The source
node is NODE 0 and the destination node is NODE 3, as shown in Figure 5.1
Figure 5.2 shows the end-to-end delay time for the scenario in which the source
node is NODE 0 and the destination node is NODE 3, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Using three patrol nodes result in more time than in the case of one patrol and
in more time than two patrol case. A packet needs nearly 15 seconds to reach
the final destination in the case of 50 free roaming nodes in the topology. That
compares to less than two seconds and less than one second in during the use of
one or two patrol node (s) respectively, as shown in Figure 5.2b. As the number of
free roaming nodes increases, the delay time decreases in the cases of two patrol
nodes. Using two patrol node, however, results a stable delay time, as the number
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of free roaming nodes is increased. This is due to the availability of nodes to
connect the forwarding node that faced a dead end to the patrol nodes. Moreover,
the recovery modes used in the FA-GPSR algorithm cause an increase in the time
that the packet needs to be received by the final destination.
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Figure 5.3: Average end-to-end time using single and multiple ferries when the
source node is NODE 0 and the destination node is NODE 4, as shown in Figure
5.1
Figure 5.3 shows the case of changing the destination node to NODE 4, as
shown in the Figure 5.1. In this case, using one patrol node is better than using
two or three patrol nodes because receiving the packets during the recovery modes
with one patrol node is faster than the other cases. Two patrol nodes has the
highest delay time, of 15 seconds, which is decreased as the number of free roaming
nodes is increased. The location of the destination nodes in this case affects the
delay time, because the destination node is outside the patrol nodes’ paths, as
shown in Figure 5.1. In this case, intermediate nodes needed to connect the patrol
node with the destination node to support the forwarding process using PSR
mode, which increases the time from the source to the destination nodes. The use
of one or three patrols with their paths covering the destination area results in
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less delay than the use of two patrols. The use of one patrol node is the case in
which the packets need less than one second to reach the final destination, and
that time is stable as the number of free roaming nodes is increased.
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Figure 5.4: Average end-to-end time using single and multiple ferries when the
source node is NODE 0 and the destination node is NODE 5 as shown in Figure
5.1
Figure 5.4 shows the delay time in the case when the destination node is
NODE 5 and it is located in the upper-left corner, as shown in Figure 5.1. In this
case, the patrol node will visit the destination before the other locations in the
forwarding area, so the delay time will be less than in the other scenarios. Using
one patrol or three patrol nodes, the end-to-end delay time is low compared to
using two patrol nodes. When 50 free roaming nodes are used, the delay time is
nearly 0.03 second when using one or three patrols. The deployment of the free
roaming nodes in the topology is randomised, so when two patrol nodes are used,
an increase in that time may be observed.
5.3.2.2 Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 5.5 shows the average packet delivery ratio observed for different numbers
of free roaming nodes. For each observation, we also plot a 95% confidence interval
based on the assumption of normal distribution of the variation observed. The
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Figure 5.5: Average packet delivery ratio using single and multiple ferries
results show that as the number of participating nodes increases, more packets
are successfully delivered to their destination in all cases of using patrol nodes
that examined in this section.
As FA-GPSR does not allow the packet exchange between the patrol nodes to
avoid the loop problem, the packet delivery ratios in all cases are expected to be
similar to what is shown in Figure 5.5. In the situations where the destination
node is located in the left or right corner, the packet delivery ratios are nearly
identical. In the case where the destination node is in the middle of the forwarding
area, as shown in Figure 5.5b, however, the packet delivery ratio is slightly better
(2%) than the others and the packet delivery ratio increased as the number of free
roaming nodes increased in all scenarios.
5.3.2.3 Number of Hops
Figure 5.6 shows the number of hops measured for each case of increasing the
patrol nodes during simulations in the case of one source. The 95% confidence
intervals shown are, as before, based on the assumption of normal distribution of
the variation observed. The number of hops in all cases is large; this is explained
as follows: First, the area of the topology is large so the network diameter is
substantially larger compared to the smaller scenario areas. Second, the recovery
method is applied in this scenario because frequently there is no shortest path
from the source node to the destination node; applying this method increases the
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Figure 5.6: Average number of hops using single and multiple ferries
number of hops, as mentioned in [15].
There are no significant differences among all cases. When the destination
nodes are located in the topology corners, the number of hops increased by 0.2,
as the number of free roaming nodes increased as shown in Figures 5.6a and 5.6c.
In the case of 50 free roaming nodes, the number of hops is nearly 58.1 for the
two scenarios. Using three patrol nodes lowered the number of hops to 58 for the
two scenarios. Using 75 free roaming nodes increased the number of hops to 58.1
and 58.3 respectively. The number of hops starts to increase when there are 100
free roaming nodes. The number of hops increased to 85.5 in the scenario where
the destination node is located in right corner and to 85.4 in the scenario where
the destination node is located in left corner.
In the case where the destination is located in the middle of the topology,
the number of hops increased slightly, by nearly 0.1 hops compared to the other
scenarios as the number of free roaming nodes increased as shown in Figure 5.6b.
The number of hops is 58.6 when 50 free roaming nodes used and increased to 59
when there are 100 free roaming nodes in the topology.
As FA-GPSR has two recovery modes that will used in the cases of the
forwarding nod(s) face a dead-end problem. The use of these tow techniques will
increase the number of hops as explained above, however, the number of hops is
expected to be relatively high because the previous reason and also because the
nodes are distributed in large topology. These reasons effect the number of hop
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in FA-GPSR and as the number of free nodes increased the number of hop will
increased as shown above.
5.3.3 Results and Discussion for scenario 2
As explained in Table 3.1, the simulation parameters involved changing the time
of the simulator to 11000 second because this set of experiments assumes that
one patrol node needs this duration of time to complete one trip throughout the
topology. The number of free roaming nodes starts from 50 and increases to
200 free roaming nodes by increments of 25. The metric used to evaluate the
effect in this scenario is only the end-to-end delay time because the main focus of
this chapter is to minimise the delay time and thus improve the performance of
FA-GPSR.
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Figure 5.7: Average end-to-end time using a randomised one-source node
Figure 5.7 shows the average delay time in the case of a randomised one-source
node. The choice of the source and destination nodes in this case is based on the
following conditions: They should be from the officers group, command a unit
in the battlefield and the distance between them should be the farthest distance
between any two nodes in the topology.
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Using one and three patrol nodes the delay times are very close to each other
and nearly stable, as shown in Figure 5.7b. When 50 free roaming nodes are used,
the delay times for one or three patrol nodes is 0.03 seconds, while it is 9 seconds
with two patrol nodes. The difference between these times is due to the distance
between the the two nodes, which consumes more time.
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Figure 5.8: Average end-to-end time using single and multiple ferries and multiple
randomised source and destination nodes
Figure 5.8 shows the average delay time in the case of multiple randomised
ferries and multiple destination nodes. Using three source nodes as shown in
Figure 5.8a resulted in long delays of 7 and 10 seconds when using 50 free roaming
and two or three patrol nodes respectively. This is due to the use of two recovery
methods in FA-GPSR to transmit the packets to a patrol node. The use of one
patrol node resulted in a delay time of 4 seconds. As the number of free roaming
nodes increased delay time decreased for all cases because of the presence of more
nodes to support transmitting of packets.
Increasing the number of source nodes to 5, as shown in Figure 5.8b, resulted
in less time compared to three source nodes in all cases. Using two or three patrol
nodes and 50 free roaming nodes resulted in a delay time of 3 seconds for the two
cases. As the number of free roaming nodes increased, the delay time decreased.
The use of one patrol node resulted in a delay of less than one second , which
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remained stable as the number of free roaming nodes increased.
5.4 The impact of changing the distance on packet
retransmission
As explained in the previous sections, due the use of two recovery methods,
the increase of ferries has negative affects on the performance of FA-GPSR. In
this section, the distance for retransmission will change, so that the patrol node
will retransmit the packets when the distance remains at the value explained in
algorithm 4.4.1. The scenario for the experiments in this section is similar to the
scenario explained in section 5.3.1.1; it features the use of three patrol nodes and
is the worst-case scenario.
Note that the patrol node is not a special node that connects the disconnected
areas, but is a normal unit doing its normal duty. In addition, it cooperates
with other nodes in the battlefield to deliver messages to their final destinations.
The waiting scheme does not apply in this algorithm because the main role of
the patrol node is its duty so; it will not wait to receive the messages from the
forwarding nodes. Yet, it will support the forwarding nodes to carry packets if
there is a connection with the patrol node; if not, the packets will be discarded.
5.4.1 End-to-End Delay
Figure 5.9 shows the average end-to-end delay time for three distances, i.e.50, 100,
and 150 metres. As the distance increased, the delay time increased because the
probability of requiring more nodes for forward the packets to the final destination
also increases as distance increases. Furthermore, as the distance decreased, the
chance to communicate with the destination node, or the need for a lower number
of forwarding nodes increased.
A comparison of Figure 5.9 with the similar scenario shown in Figures 5.2,
5.3 and 5.4 reveals when the distance is 50 meters the end-to-end delay is quite
similar because the default distance was 60 meters in the case of similar scenario.
Increasing the distance to 100 and 150 meters and using 50 free roaming nodes,
doubled the delay time as shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. As the number of
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Figure 5.9: Average end-to-end delay time for different distances
free roaming nodes increased, the delay time decreased. In the case where the
destination is in the right corner as shown in Figure 5.9a, increasing the distance
to 150 meters and increasing the number of free roaming nodes resulted in decrease
in the delay time to less than 5 seconds.
5.4.2 Packet Delivery Ratio
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Figure 5.10: Average packet delivery ratio for different distances
Figure 5.10 shows the average packet delivery ratio using three patrol nodes
with different distances when patrol nodes are supposed to retransmit the packets.
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Increasing the distance did not affect FA-GPSR performance, and there is stability
in the ratios for all scenarios, as shown in Figures 5.10a, 5.10b and 5.10c. As the
number of free roaming nodes increased, the average packet ratios also increased,
with a linear relation for all scenarios.
Comparing Figures 5.10a, 5.10b and 5.10c to Figures 5.5a, 5.10b and 5.5c, it
can be seen that changes in the distance resulted in a slight increase in the best
cases, which is highlighted by plotting the confidence interval value if there is
communication between the nodes in the topology. In addition, crossing between
the lines in the graphs, which represents the performance at 100 and 150 meters
indicates that this change slightly increased the ratios by nearly 1% in all cases.
5.4.3 Number of Hops
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Figure 5.11: Average number of hops using a variety of distances
Figure 5.11 shows the average number of hops for all scenarios using three
patrol nodes and a variety of distances to the retransmission location. The number
of hops appears to be similar and there is no significant difference among the
scenarios. When 50 free roaming nodes are used, the number of hops is nearly
50, and as the number of free roaming nodes increased the number of hops also
increased. This is due to the use of two recovery methods in FA-GPSR, as
explained in the previous chapter.
Comparing Figure 5.11 to Figure 5.6, which displays the results from using the
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default distance, there is no difference in terms of number of hops. This indicates
the changes the distance do not affect the number of hops in FA-GPSR and that
the algorithm efficiency remains coherent.
5.5 The impact of changing buffer size
Once the patrol node receives the packets, it will buffers them for retransmission.
The buffering is limited to the size of the buffer in a node [134]. During a
communication, the patrol node can buffer packets for retransmission in accordance
with its available capacity.
This section investigates the effect of changing the queue buffer size on the
performance of FA-GPSR in terms of end-to-end delay, average packet ratio
and number of hops. The scenarios used in this section are similar to the ones
explained in section 5.4. The number of packets used in this section begins at 50
and increases to 300 packets in increments of 50 for each patrol node.
5.5.1 End-to-End Delay
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Figure 5.12: Average end-to-end delay time with the use of different queue buffer
sizes
Figure 5.12 shows the average end-to-end delay for different sizes of the queue
buffer for the different scenarios. In the experiments represented in Figures 5.12a
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and 5.12b, the average delay time is similar to the delay time in the sections 5.4
and 5.3.2, where the destination node is NODE 3 and NODE 4, respectively, and
three patrol nodes are used as shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.9. As the queue size
increases, the mean delay time also increases because the total number of packets
increases while the throughput remains stable due to the unchanged number of
nodes. In addition, the use of two recovery methods in FA-GPSR also increases
the delay time as explained in previous chapter.
As the number of nodes increases, however, the delay time decreases because
of the increased probability of a connection between the nodes.
5.5.2 Packet Delivery Ratio
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Figure 5.13: Average packet delivery ratio with the use of different queue buffer
sizes
Figure 5.13 show the average packet delivery ratio in different scenarios when
three patrol nodes are used in each scenario. As the number of nodes increased,
the delivered packet ratio also increased due to the availability of communication
between nodes. The patrol node is not observing any waiting time procedure in FA-
GPSR. Therefore, the number of packets buffered depended on the communication
between the forwarding node and the patrol.
The change in the queue buffer size does not affect FA-GPSR performance in
terms of packet ratio compared to the case explained in section 5.3.2. Each packet
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has a Time To Live (TTL), which means that when TTL has expired the packet
will be discarded. So, as the buffer size increased, the probability of expired TTL
also increased.
5.5.3 Number of Hops
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Figure 5.14: Average number of hops with the use of different queue buffer sizes
Figure 5.14 shows the average number of hops the packet needs to traverse for
reaching the final destination. As the number of nodes increased, the number of
hops also increased slightly. The change in buffer size did not affect the number
of hops compared to the results discussed in section 5.3.2. This is because when
the patrol node reaches the location of the destination node, and communicates
with the destination node either directly or via an intermediate node it will send
all buffered packets at the same time.
The average number of hops in Figures 5.14a, 5.14b and 5.14c is similar because
of the way that the patrol nodes work in this scenario. Each patrol node covers
one-third of the area, so the number of free roaming nodes is similar in the different
scenarios as the number of hops is nearly equivalent.
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5.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the effect of increasing the number of ferries to FA-GPSR,
especially on the delay time, to see the possibility of decreasing the delay to a
reasonable time. The chapter also discussed the effect of changing the retransmis-
sion distance from the ferry to the destination node, and changing the number of
messages that can be buffered.
The first part of the chapter discussed using one ferry node or more in three
different scenarios, with the location of the destination nodes changing in each
scenario. The results showed that the use of a single ferry covering the whole
area worked best comparing to the use of more than one ferry due to the large
one patrol coverage and divided the region to small sectors when using more
than patrol. Moreover, the destination location has an impact on the end-to-end
delay time because when the destination nodes were where the ferry passes at the
beginning of journey, the delay is shorter.
The second and third part of the chapter examined the worst case from the
first part. That was the use of three patrol nodes and modify the distance of
which, the ferry start retransmit, as well as the number of messages that are
buffered in the patrol nodes. The results showed that the increased distance
increased positive impact, especially if there were an increased number of nodes
in the topology.
Furthermore, as the number of messages buffered increased, the time required
to deliver messages also increased. This is because the calculation of the delay
time is based on the mean of all times in each case. The change in buffer size did
not affect the protocol performance in term of the packet delivery ratio or number
of hops, because FA-GPSR does not support the waiting function. The main task
of the patrol node in the topology is to monitor and support the cooperation
between nodes and to connect a part of the topology that is outside the coverage,
during its completion of the main task. The use the one ferry to cover the entire
area in each trip is better than the use of two or three ferries, because each ferry
in this case will cover only a part of the topology and not the entire region. In
addition, FA-GPSR does not allow message exchange between ferries, which leads
to the need of more nodes to participate in the forwarding process.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
Overall, this research aimed to propose and evaluate a new routing algorithm for
loosely coupled nodes problem caused by the deployment in a large area, based
on the use of real-life scenarios such as the characteristics of military applications
that can influence network performance. The new routing algorithm was designed,
implemented and tested by applying advanced simulation techniques. Every
single objective and sub-objective as listed in Section 1.3 was investigated; the
viability of the objectives of designing real-life scenarios, designing a new routing
algorithm called Ferry Assisted- Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (FA-GPSR),
and the performance assessment of a FA-GPSR enabled network was proved via
theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation. The experimental results showed
that the FA-GPSR algorithm supports efficient and reliable message delivery. The
simulation runs showed that the new routing algorithm (FA-GPSR) delivers more
packets than other similar algorithms.
6.1 Summary of the Results
Using a scenario that reflects reality is the best method for evaluating routing
protocols in MANET. The lack of real-life scenarios for network simulators has
been a motivation for this study to implement such scenarios as the tools for
evaluating existing geographical routing protocols in the literature.
Each application with MANET, as the preferred architecture for communica-
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tion, has its own characteristics that could have positive or negative effects on the
routing process. Accordingly, the application characteristics could be used in a
suitable manner to support communication between the nodes.
In this project, a military unit deployment plan was implemented using the
NS-3 simulator to determine the impact of the behaviour of the plan and the
movement restrictions of the unit members on communication between the nodes.
The following sections summarise the inferences drawn from the experimental
results reported in the previous chapters.
6.1.1 Benefit of using a real-life scenario to design FA-
GPSR
In this research, it was assumed that every application has characteristics that
distinguish it from others, and it is important to consider these characteristics
for enhancing the network performance. A real-life scenario of a battalion unit
implemented using the NS-3 simulator served as the platform for evaluation. The
use of a military application in this thesis led to the selection of geographic routing
protocols because a military unit is equipped with global positioning system (GPS)
devices. In addition, military unit members are well trained to use paper maps to
determine their location in case their GPS devices fail. Three geographic rout-
ing protocols, Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing algorithm(GPSR), Divisional
Perimeter (GPSR-DP) and Buffering Zone Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GPSR-
BZGFS), were adopted in the implemented scenario to evaluate the network
performance. The results showed that the nodes were able to communicate but
the performance was poor based on the number of packets successively received
by the destination node. The average packet ratio in the case of low density was
extremely low. The node movement restrictions resulted in regular disconnection
between the nodes, thereby decreasing the packet delivery ratio. The message
retention mechanism in FA-GPSR implemented by forwarding packets to the
patrol node and buffering; this feature improved network performance. The route
repair process followed by FA-GPSR is based on deciding the time at which the
forwarding node needs to change the forward mode to send packets to the patrol
node. These features are based on the investigation of the characteristics of the
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application and selection of characteristics that support the transmission process.
The tested protocols did not benefit from the node behaviour in the topology in
terms of supporting communication. Using a real-life scenario helps to determine
the factors in a particular application that can affect communication and proves
that the nodes are able to communicate; however, the network performance is
extremely poor. Based on these factors, a novel algorithm (FA-GPSR) was im-
plemented in this thesis. The proposed algorithm uses the characteristics of the
application to support routing and improves the network performance as explained
in the previous chapters, particularly in Chapter 3.
6.1.2 FA-GPSR message delivery efficiency
In this thesis, packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and number of hops were
employed as the metrics of protocol efficiency. Packet delivery ratio is an important
metric because the objective of this research is to increases the number of packets
successfully received by the final destination node. In the proposed scenario,
FA-GPSR works more efficiently than other protocols, especially in terms of
the number of packets successfully received by the final destination node. The
packet delivery ratio of the tested protocols, Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
algorithm(GPSR), Divisional Perimeter (GPSR-DP) and Buffering Zone Greedy
Forwarding Strategy (GPSR-BZGFS), did not exceed 2% when the number of
nodes distributed in the area was low, whereas that of FA-GPSR was nearly
15% under the same conditions. The packet delivery ratio increased with the
number of distributed nodes for all protocols. However, when there were 200
nodes in the topology, the packet delivery ratio of FA-GPSR was more than 50%,
whereas that of the other protocols was 30%. Increasing the load on the network
by increasing the number of packets generated by the source nodes influences
the network performance. Whenever the number of messages created increases,
it will adversely affect the routing effectiveness of the protocols. This decreases
the packet delivery ratio owing to regular disconnection in the network because a
larger area is used for the network topology. In addition, FA-GPSR suffers from
patrol movement; thus, the patrol node may fall outside the transmission range of
the forwarding nodes. Nevertheless, FA-GPSR outperforms the other protocols
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under heavy network load.
6.1.3 Better late than never
FA-GPSR suffers from delay because it needs more time than the other protocols
to deliver packets; this is because the patrol node needs more time to complete its
mission. An attempt was made to reduce this delay by changing the number of
patrols. Using a single patrol in the topology means that this patrol will cover the
entire topology over a certain period. However, using more than one patrol means
that the topology will be divided into a number of sectors, and each patrol will
cover one sector. Changing the number of patrols is not the only factor affecting
the delay; the results showed that the locations of both the source node and the
destination node affect the delay. In all the experiments, the source node was
located at the centre of the rear area, and the location of the destination node
varied among the upper-right, upper-middle, and upper-left corners. When the
destination node was located in the upper-right corner, the ideal number of patrols
for reducing the delay was one or two. When the destination node was located in
the upper-middle or upper-left corner, the ideal number of patrols for reducing
the delay was one or three. The location of the destination node influences the
delay, and the common number of patrols in all cases was one because one patrol
could cover the entire area, whereas only small sectors could be covered by more
than one patrol. In addition, all the protocols studied in this thesis, including the
proposed protocol, used a recovery method in the case of failure to forward the
packets, i.e. the greedy method. The recovery method follows a longer path in
order to avoid empty areas; thus, it requires more time. The topology is a large
area, resulting in regular disconnection between nodes; consequently, the routing
protocols use the recovery method more frequently.
However, the increase in the packet delivery ratio from 2% (tested protocols)
to 15% (FA-GPSR), in spite of the delay in the case of low-density nodes, shows
that FA-GPSR is more efficient than the other protocols.
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6.1.4 Increases in parameters is not always better
In this thesis, the number of ferries was increased to minimise the end-to-end
delay and enhance FA-GPSR performance. In addition, the distance to the
destination node and buffer size was calibrated to investigate their impact on
FA-GPSR performance. It was found that changing (increasing or decreasing)
these parameters had no effect on the efficiency of the protocol in terms of the
number of messages received.
The nature of patrol node’s duty and its motion are the main factors affecting
routing performance; one patrol covers the entire area, resulting in better per-
formance as compared to the use of two or three patrols in terms of minimising
end-to-end delay. The end-to-end delay was minimised by using one patrol node
to cover the entire area for a reasonable time. To use more than one patrol node,
the topology should be divided into small and parallel sectors in order to allow
each patrol to cover one sector. The reason for imposing the restriction explained
above, i.e. not allowing messages to be exchanged between patrols, could be that
the use of more than one patrol does not minimise the delay. FA-GPSR does not
use a waiting scheme for the patrol node; thus, changes in the distance to the
destination node for retransmission and changes in the buffer size do not influence
routing performance. A waiting scheme could increase the number of packets
that can be buffered by the patrol node, resulting in an increase in the packet
delivery ratio. However, the main goal of FA-GPSR is to use a node to support
cooperation with other nodes without affecting their major duty.
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6.2 Significant outcomes from the scientific con-
tributions
The major contributions and findings of this thesis are summarised below.
6.2.1 Utilising information derived from application char-
acteristics to increase path stability for loosely cou-
pled nodes in MANET
It was identified that for developing a new protocol in MANET, it is important
to know and describe the impact of the communication characteristics on the
application itself. The knowledge arisen from these characteristics can support
the design and validation of any new protocol. In addition, it can help to choose a
suitable protocol for an application. To determine these properties, it is necessary
to conduct a realistic study on network simulators. Most of the protocols in the
literature have been proposed for general use; hence, they should be evaluated
in different systems to show that they perform well. It is difficult to develop a
general platform reflecting different systems in order to evaluate routing algorithms
in MANET. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate current protocols in real-life
scenarios for a certain application that prefers to use MANET as a means of
communication.
In this project, a real-life scenario of a military unit deployment was imple-
mented using the NS-3 simulator in order to evaluate three geographic routing
algorithms: GPSR, GPSR-DP, and GPSR-BZGFS. The results showed that for
a given network set up with a given network density and node mobility, com-
munication between nodes can be established for successful delivery of packets.
The area of the topology and node movement adversely affect the overall network
performance based on the number of packets successfully delivered to the final
destination(s). The main reason for this is the regular disconnection caused by the
military restriction on node movements. The application characteristics are not
considered in these protocols, resulting in poor network performance. The military
unit plan has information that can support communication between the nodes
to improve network performance by increasing the number of delivered packets.
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Moreover, it is necessary to have a message retention mechanism that improves
message delivery performance of the network in a military scenario. Thus, the use
of node duty to support communication as an essential part of the new algorithm
(as is the local routing repair functionality) has been taken into account. All these
important features were considered in designing FA-GPSR to improve the network
performance.
6.2.2 Designing Ferry-Assisted Greedy Perimeter State-
less Routing protocol (FA-GPSR)
The FA-GPSR algorithm provided the network with the following features:
FA-GPSR utilises nodes’ duties to support communication
The cooperative work between nodes in a topology was identified as an important
issue. However, this does not need to have any impact on the main duty of each
participant. Most of the protocols using the message ferrying (MF) scheme priori-
tise the duty over the cooperative work to support communication in MANET,
which is a drawback of these algorithms. FA-GPSR avoids the prioritising mecha-
nism by allowing the forwarding node to add the patrol node address to the packet
header in the case of the dead-end problem. The forwarding node(s) changes the
forward mode to the patrol-seeking mode. This new mode consists of two modes:
patrol-seeking greedy (PSG) and patrol-seeking recovery (PSR). Therefore, the
forwarding node(s) does not need to move to be in the transmission range of
the patrol node, nor does the patrol node need to change its route to be in the
transmission range of the forwarding node. These two methods add important
features to FA-GPSR as compared to the existing routing algorithms assisted
by the MF scheme. When the messages arrive at the patrol node, FA-GPSR
restores the original destination node address and determines the location in
the patrol path for retransmission. At this location, the patrol node adopts two
methods to communicate with the destination node(s): direct communication
if the destination node is in its transmission range and indirect communication
if the patrol node is the nearest node to the destination node and out of its
transmission range. Using the patrol node duty to support communication in
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the battlefield, without affecting the patrol node duty, is the main advantage of
FA-GPSR. The main objective of FA-GPSR is to use the node duties without
affecting them. This feature supports the cooperative work between nodes in a
topology to deliver services to any requester without affecting the main job of the
nodes in the topology.
FA-GPSR enhances network performance
The presence of few number of nodes in the topology can result in a poor perfor-
mance for the MANET networks, i.e. when the MANET becomes a sparse network.
FA-GPSR improves the network performance based on the average packet delivery
ratio metric. The packet delivery ratio of GPSR, GPSR-DP, and GPSR-BZGFS
was very low, whereas that of FA-GPSR was better when evaluating the impact of
communication between station nodes. As the network load increases, FA-GPSR
outperforms GPSR and GPSR-DP. GPSR-BZGFS has the lowest packet delivery
ratio because it uses the buffer strategy. Evaluating the impact of communication
among mobile nodes, which increase the complexity of the network, FA-GPSR
continues outperforming the other routing algorithms. The packet delivery ratio
of GPSR and its variants remains lower than FA-GPSR.
However, increasing the network load affected the network performance owing
to the dynamic mobility of the nodes. Despite this mobility, FA-GPSR out-
performed the other protocols in this situation. The source node(s) and the
destination node(s) were retained as mobile nodes to evaluate the impact of such
a scenario on the routing performance. The results were expected to be similar
to the above-mentioned results. FA-GPSR outperformed the other protocols; its
packet delivery ratio measured higher than the others.
FA-GPSR uses the application characteristics to enhance network performance.
It employs these characteristics and node behaviour to support communication
in the topology and improve network performance. This is the core functionality
of FA-GPSR to increase the packet delivery ratio. It is based on the use of a
special node, whose main role is to travel around the topology, fill gaps in the
topology caused by empty areas, and prevent node mobility that results in regular
disconnection.
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At low network density, FA-GPSR suffers from long delays because it needs
more time than the other protocols to deliver messages, due to the nature of the
patrol node duty. The patrol node needs more time to cover its area. An attempt
to reduce this delay by changing the number of patrols has been described in
Chapter 5.
The results showed that the use of the patrol node is not the only reason
for the delay; the locations of the destination nodes also influence the delivery
time. If the destination is at a location that the patrol visits first, the delay will
be minimised. A good example is when the destination node is located in the
upper-middle part of the topology: the use of three patrols is better than the use
of one or two. This is because three patrols will cover smaller sectors, and the
middle sector covers the destination node.
However, in general, using one patrol to cover the entire topology is better
than using two or three patrols. The use of one patrol node reduces the delay
when the destination node is located in the upper-right corner, whereas delivering
packets to a destination located in the upper-left corner required less time. This
is because the patrol node visits the upper-left corner before other locations.
FA-GPSR does not allow packet exchange between the patrol nodes to avoid
the loop problem, caused by changes in the destination location. In addition,
FA-GPSR does not use any waiting feature, which is one of the features that can
increase the packet delivery ratio, because the main purpose of FA-GPSR is to
increase cooperation between nodes without affecting the nodes duties; a waiting
scheme will influence the node duties.
The distance for retransmission is changed so that the patrol node will retrans-
mit the packets when the distance remains at the value defined by FA-GPSR. In
addition, the buffer size is changed to store more packets for delivery to the final
destination. These parameters do not affect FA-GPSR performance because they
need to be supported by the waiting feature, which is not employed in FA-GPSR.
The delay decreases with the distance to the destination node.
In conclusion, FA-GPSR is a novel hybrid geographic routing protocol devel-
oped on the basis of real-life scenarios to enhance the packet delivery ratio in
MANET. The objective of this protocol is to solve the problem of loosely coupled
nodes caused by deployment in a large area, on the basis of the application
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characteristics, which influence the node behaviour in the topology. This protocol
works according to clear logic and is not affected by any assumptions that are not
logical.
6.2.3 Designing simulation model for the evaluation of FA-
GPSR
This thesis addressed the lack of geographic routing protocols which are necessary
for simulating recently developed routing algorithms in NS-3 simulator and also
for evaluating FA-GPSR against these routing algorithms. Accordingly, by using
the idea of geographic routing algorithms, two recent variants of GPSR were
implemented and reported in this thesis. The GPSR variant introduced by Wei
et al. [4], employs a strategy known as the buffering zone greedy forwarding
strategy (BZGFS), and the GPSR variant introduced by Guoming et al. [5], is a
divisional perimeter (DP) forwarding algorithm. These variants are not available
for public use; hence, in this thesis, they were implemented from scratch in the
NS-3 simulator for comparison purposes. These algorithms were applied as new
techniques to enhance the default GPSR.
6.3 Directions for Future Work
The work conducted in this thesis has shown that using application characteristics
makes FA-GPSR relatively efficient and reliable. Using FA-GPSR has produced
interesting results which are reported in this thesis; yet, there are a number of
issues which require further investigations.
• This thesis showed that FA-GPSR works well in a simulated environment,
but its efficiency in a real environment remains unknown. The drawback of
an experiment is that it is difficult to repeat it with the same conditions,
and to ensure that the experimental conditions remain the same all the
time. To overcome these problems, we need a practical experiment in a real
environment which is expected to provide more valuable insights for the
efficiency of the designed routing algorithms.
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• Security issues related to routing have not been addressed in this thesis.
This thesis assumed that all nodes in the topology are not selfish and are
able to cooperate with others to deliver packets. This assumption is logical
for military applications. In a military application, the packets need to
be secure, and enemies should not be able to intercept the transmitted
messages. Nevertheless, potential security issues caused by selfish nodes in
other applications still remain open to further investigations.
• As the results have shown, there is a large delay in FA-GPSR which is due
to the use of more than one recovery method. This means that optimisation
is needed to merge these two techniques together to minimise the caused
delay; this is also a potential area for future research.
• The real-life scenario used in this thesis is the deployment of a certain
type of military unit. Each military unit has its own characteristics; thus,
investigating other types of military units could lead to generalising these
characteristics and standardising a routing algorithm for military applications
to be used in different scenarios.
• FA-GPSR does not allow packet exchange between patrol nodes to avoid
the loop problem. The investigation of this problem can provide some
solution that allows packet exchange between patrol nodes and enhance the
performance by minimising delay and increasing packet delivery ratio.
• FA-GPSR does not employ the waiting feature, which can increase the
packet delivery ratio. It could be useful to study ways to employ this
feature without affecting the main objective of FA-GPSR, i.e. to enhance
cooperation between nodes without influencing the main duties of the nodes
in the battlefield.
• FA-GPSR should be investigated in civil environments to identify the char-
acteristics shared between different applications. As mentioned previously,
each application has its own characteristics that distinguish it from oth-
ers; however, there may be some shared characteristics that could support
communication and enhance routing performance.
138
6. Conclusions and Future Works
• FA-GPSR uses location services derived from the NS-3 simulator to update
nodes according to the recent locations of their neighbours. Future works
could examine the use of location services routing to investigate the impact
of these algorithms on FA-GPSR. In addition, it is possible to optimise
FA-GPSR by integrating it with novel location services routing developed
on the basis of the same objectives.
• FA-GPSR has examined the communication between stationary source and
destination nodes, mobile source and destination nodes, and stationary
source and mobile destination nodes. Future investigation should include
FA-GPSR being examined in the situation when the source node is mobile
and destination is fixed and evaluate its performance when the military unit
Commander is mobile.
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A Low load packets
A.1 Packets delivary ratio (Figuer 4.6 and 4.14)
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Figure A.1.1: Average packet delivery ratio using different number of source and
destination nodes and low load packets/ group 1
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(a) Foure sources nodes
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(b) six source nodes
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(c) 10 source nodes nodes
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Figure A.1.2: Average packet delivery ratio using different number of source and
destination nodes and low load packets/ group 2
A.2 End to end delay (Figuer 4.17)
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(a) Using three source
nodes
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Figure A.2.1: Average low load packet end-to-end delay using multiple number of
source and destination nodes to examine the impact of communication between
station nodes
A.3 Number of hops (Figuers 4.13 and 4.20)
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(b) Using four source
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Figure A.3.1: Average number of hops using low load packets and multiple source
and destination nodes
B Medium load packets
B.1 Packets delivery ratio (Figuer 4.7)
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(b) 7 sources nodes
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(c) 11 source nodes
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(d) 13 source nodes
Figure B.1.1: Average medium load packet delivery ratio using different number
of source and destination
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B.2 End to end delay (Figuer 4.18)
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(a) Using three source
node
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(c) Using seven source
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(e) Using 11 source node
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(g) Using 13 source node
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Figure B.2.1: Average medium load packet end-to-end delay using multiple number
of source and destination nodes
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B.3 Number of hops (Figuers 4.13 and 4.20)
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and one packt/s
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(b) Using five source nodes and
one packt/s
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(c) Using seven source nodes
and one packt/s
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(d) Using nine source nodes
and one packt/s
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Figure B.3.1: Average medium load packet number of hops using single number
of source and destination nodes
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C High load packets
C.1 Packets delivery ratio (Figuer 4.8)
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(a) 3 source node
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(b) 7 sources nodes
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(c) 11 source nodes
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(d) 13 source nodes
Figure C.1.1: Average high load packet delivery ratio using different number of
source and destination nodes
C.2 End to end delay (Figuer 4.12)
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(c) 13 sources nodes
Figure C.2.1: Average delay time using different number of source and destination
nodes and high load packets
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C.3 Number of hops (Figuers 4.13 and 4.20)
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(a) Using three
source node and 10
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(b) Using five source
node and 10 pack-
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(c) Using seven
source node and 10
packets/s
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(d) Using nine source
node and 10 pack-
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(e) Using 11 source
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Figure C.3.1: Average number of hops using different number of source and
destination nodes and high load packets
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